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PREFACE

This dissertation is composed of three manuscripts.

Chapter 2, Activity Analysis in Forest Planning, has been

accepted for publication in a forthcoming issue of FOREST

SCIENCE. Chapter 3, Land Value and the Linkage between

Stand and Forest Level Analyses, is under review process in

LAND ECONOMICS. Chapter 4, Design of a Resource Allocation

Mechanism for Multiple Use Forest Planning has been

accepted for presentation in The 1988 Symposium on System

Analysis in Forest Resources. I am grateful for the helpful

advice and criticism from 3. Douglas Brodie, co-author of

the first two papers. Dr. Brodie assisted since the

early stages of the research with discussion of the theory

and concepts, and interpretation of results. I take

responsibility for the remaining errors.
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USE OF DUALITY VALUES FOR MULTIPLE-USE

STAND AND FOREST PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

During recent decades the planning process in forest

institutions has been "enhanced" by an increasing

availability of sophisticated models and computational

algorithms, along with more computing power, for multiple-

use resource allocation. Nevertheless, this supply of

models and equipment has not translated into a qualitative

improvement of actual planning processes and many basic

economic issues remain still unanswered.

The planning of forest resource utilization is, by

itself, a complex subject. A forest is, at the same time, a

production unit, asset, and storage for nonconsunied

commodities. Furthermore, recent societal concerns have

translated into new laws and regulations that rule the use

and production of not only the traditional market

commodities, but other services now valuable to society.

For large private holdings economic restrictions on their

operations and a competitive environment require a careful

decision process that considers simultaneously

transportation, protection, financial and silvicultural

activities along with the traditional harvest scheduling

decisions. As a result, forest planning in either public or
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private agencies has typically become a large-scale and

complex decision problem.

In response to this scenario, the forest economics

research community has dedicated much of its effort to the

development of modeling techniques and computational

procedures that allow at least partial analysis of some of

the issues raised by the forest planning complexity. In

general, the current analytical concerns associated with

forest planning can be characterized by the following

facts:

a complete separation of stand and forest level

analyses, thus resulting in a misunderstanding of many

policy issues, such as below cost timber sales (BCTS) and

the allowable cut effect (ACE).

the economic information provided by the mathematical

programming techniques utilized is almost invariably

neglected or retrieved only for computational purposes.

This topic has been absent in the literature related to

valuation of nonmarket commodities and to accounting

procedures in forest management.

reported modeling approaches attempt to include, at the

same level, decision variables and parameters that result

in large and uncomprehensive models. Furthermore, these

models are often based on a single mathematical programming

technique without exploiting the advantages of specialized

methods.
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4. the development of resource allocation mechanisms for

forest management has, in general, been divorced from the

management requirements of hierarchical decision processes.

As a result, incentive mechanisms for managerial efficiency

have been difficult to establish.

Given the scenario just described, the overall purpose

of this thesis is to demonstrate that the duality

information embedded in mathematical programming methods

currently or potentially utilized, can illuminate many of

the forest policy issues that the practice of multiple-use

forest land management has raised.

The first paper (Chapter 2) recalls the allocation-

valuation feature of a technique commonly used in forest

planning, linear programming. It is shown that, when

solving for multiple-use of forest lands, not only an

allocation of resources is obtained, but also efficient

economic values are provided. The use of this economic

information may clarify the discussion on nonmarket

commodities valuation, and provide an accounting system for

multiple-use forestry.

The second paper (Chapter 3) addresses a recent debate

on the validity of a classical tool of forest economics:

the Faustmann-Samuelson solution to the stand rotation

problem. It is illustrated that traditional forest

economics has maintained a theoretical gap between stand
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and forest level analyses. The Chapter demonstrates that

Kuhn-Tucker theory provides the analytical tools to bridge

such a gap and to generalize the Faustmann-Samuelson

approach to a general expression for multiple-use forest

land rent.

The last paper (Chapter 4) attempts to describe the

current situation in one of the main efforts to implement a

systematic forest planning process, the one in the United

States National Forests. It analyzes the features of forest

planning that make necessary its hierarchical decomposition

and describes proposed approaches in this direction. It

describes recent developments in economic planning and

management theory that need to be incorporated into the

design of a resource allocation mechanism in order to

overcome the failures of the current planning experience.

Finally, it describes a design for a hierarchical planning

mechanism that overcomes the shortcomings of the current

approach and bridges regional and forest level analyses.



ACTIVITY ANALYSIS IN FOREST PLANNING.

by

Gonzalo L. Paredes V.

and

J. Douglas Brodie

ABSTRACT

Linear programming has been the primary mathematical

programming technique for multiple-use land management

planning. Over the last two decades, forest planning

research has emphasized modeling and computational issues

of linear programming, rather than its uses for valuation

and economic analysis. This paper shows that post-optimal

activity analysis provides an effective tool for economic

valuation of multiple resource outputs and production

factors. Marginal value curves are easily derived for both

market and non-market outputs, and for production factors.

These and other information are useful in comparing

production alternatives and provide a basis for the

economic rationale currently sought in multiple use

planning. Also, an efficient joint cost allocation scheme

is proposed for use as an accounting system to track

efficiency of production for market goods and to audit for

rational evaluation of non-market goods.

5



INTRODUCTION

The planning process on United States National Forests

and other public and private forest lands has become

extremely complex during the last two decades. Societal

concerns and values with regard to the products, services

and factors involved in the production processes from

forest lands have been translated into new acts, laws and

regulations. These lands are now regarded as sources for

many market and nonmarket commodities and services that are

valuable to society.

Within this new context, mathematical programming

techniques have replaced the simple formulas used in early

years for analysis and planning. Among these techniques,

linear programming (LP) has become the preferred tool for

planning purposes. Several generations of LP models have

evolved since the pioneer Timber Resources Allocation Model

(Timber RAM) developed by Navon (1971). The current

modeling and planning systems used are FORPLAN, versions I

and II (Johnson and Crim 1986; Johnson et al 1986) and 1RPM

(Integrated Resources Planning Models) developed by Kirby

(1980). A documented study on the genesis of some

planning tools for National Forests is presented by Iverson

and Alston (1986).

Increasing requirements in forest policy modeling and

hardware limitations have caused past and current research

6
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in forest-level harvest scheduling to be largely dominated

by efforts in two directions, (1) the development of

modeling schemes which allow for the inclusion of more

outputs, factors and characteristics of the production

process, and (2), the development of heuristics, shortcuts,

and alternative algorithms to reduce the computational

requirements for large or complex problems. Well-known

examples of modeling efforts are the works by Navon (1971),

Kirby (1973), and Johnson and Scheurman (1977). Attempts to

overcome the computational burden of large-scale harvest

scheduling problems have been addressed, among others, by

Walker (1971), Williams (1976), Nazareth (1980), Berck and

Bible (1984), and Hoganson and Rose (1984).

Along with the research trends described above,

number of policy, economic and managerial issues have been

discussed with respect to forest planning. Topics such as

departures from Non Declining Even Flow (NDEF), the

Allowable Cut Effect (ACE), roadless area management,

wildlife and recreation outputs, and managerial efficiency

are some of the issues frequently addressed in the forest

policy and planning literature. More recently, below-cost

timber sales (BCTS) on public lands have drawn the

attention of economists, planning staff and managers of

public agencies and private industries.

The issues above reflect society's concerns for the
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valuation problems that result with land allocation

decisions. To properly address these issues it is necessary

to recognize that, when solving a resources allocation

problem, the decision maker is implicitly solving for

efficient valuation of the resources. Therefore, the use of

the linear programming algorithm to optimally allocate

forest land among multiple uses also provides efficient

prices for the allocated resources.

As a result of both the requirements to model multiple

outputs and recent enhancement of computing facilities and

software, actual planning models currently solved have

grown severalfold in size. An increasing consensus among

planning staff and practitioners is that the size of these

models has already gone beyond their capabilities to fully

and readily interpret and analyze the results. It is

therefore timely to recall the essential feature of linear

programming as a solution method that solves the problem of

both allocating and pricing the resources.

An early work by Navon and McConnen (1967) describes

some of the extensions of parametric analysis in linear

programming focusing mainly on tradeoff analysis.

Nevertheless, the use of duality information for economic

analysis purposes is generally absent in the forestry

literature. Its main usage has been for algorithmic

purposes, as in Nazareth (1980) for example. Post-optimal

analysis and economic interpretation of the solution in
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multiple use planning problems have been largely omitted,

particularly in the documentation of the main optimization

tools of the USDA Forest Service, FORPLAN and 1RPM.

The purpose of this paper is to recall the allocation-

valuation feature of LP and to show that, when optimizing

for multiple use in forest lands, not only the allocation

problem is solved, but also the problem of efficiently

valuing all factors and resources. It is also demonstrated

how the use of some pieces of economic information

generated by the simplex algorithm may resolve, or at least

clarify, the discussion on issues normally addressed in

forest policy. Even though throughout the text we refer to

the use of LP, the underlying concepts belong to the more

general theory of constrained optimization.

The scope of the paper is on the linear and continuous

problem-type. The following section presents, in summary

format, the main concepts and equations for post-optimal

analysis. The third section describes the use of

information generated by standard simplex codes in economic

analysis of the solution to a sample problem. Finally some

applications and extensions are discussed.



CONCEPTS AND NOTATION

The main objective of the planning process on National

Forests is to maximize "net public benefit". This is

typically a multiobjective programming problem that the

USDA Forest Service, as well as other public agencies,

solves by selecting a "preferred alternative" among a set

of nondominated solutions. Each of these nondominated

solutions is the result of a single maximand linear

problem.

The following concepts for single maximand economies

originate in the earliest economic literature on linear

programming (Dorfman, 1951; Koopmans, 1951). They are

summarized here, without proofs, to facilitate their use

throughout the later sections.

As a linear programming problem, a typical value-

maximizing forest level harvest scheduling decision problem

has the form:

max Z = cx (1)

subject to AX (2)

x (3)

where:

x : N x 1 vector of decision variables representing all

possible output production alternatives for which market

information is available on prices. Decision variables

10



usually represent land use options.

c : 1 x N vector of known marginal contributions to the

objective function for each activity represented in x.

Since the time dimension is always present in harvest

scheduling, marginal contributions are measured through the

discounted net value of a land use alternative.

A : M x N matrix of product-factor technical coefficients.

A describes the use of factors for each product in terms of

physical relationships.

b : N x 1 vector of resources endowments, market and

nonmarket output commitments and constraints over time and

space.

By partitioning the vectors c, x and matrix A into the

basic (OB, XB, B) and the nonbasic components (CM, XN, AN),

and rearranging terms in equation (2), the first

fundamental equation of the simplex method is obtained:

XB = B1b - BANxN (4)

which shows the basic variables in terms of the

resources and the nonbasic ones. By expressing the second

item in the right-hand side of (4) in summation notation,

and including the nonnegativity constraint (3), equation

(4) becomes:

XB = Bb - E B-ax (5)

j eN

11
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(8)
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Now, by substituting (5) in (1) and rearranging terms,

the second main equation is obtained:

Z = CBBb - E (cBBa - c)x
jN

These two equations (5 and 6) are fundamental to the

simplex algorithm. They also provide the information

required for meaningful economic analysis of the production

plan reported in XB.

Product-product relationships are obtained by

differentiating equation (5) with respect to a nonbasic

variable:

&XB
= -B a j e N (7)

6xj

which shows the marginal substitution effect of a

nonbasic variable on the basic ones.

Product-factor relationships are obtained by

differentiating equation (5) with respect to resource

levels, b:

6XB
- B1

6b

which is also known as the marginal physical product of

the resources. As observed in (8), the basis inverse, B1,

contains all the information required for product-factor

technical substitution analysis and also for tradeoff



at optiinality &Z/6x is nonpositive for all j N. Its
negative is usually reported as the reduced cost of the jth

13

analysis between products with market information (those in
the objective function) and those without it (whose

production is forced by constraining the production set).

The marginal value product of the resources is obtained
by differentiation of equation (6) with respect to the
vector of resources:

c5b
CBB (9)

which are also known as the shadow prices or

opportunity costs of the resources. They are denoted
hereafter by the vector ir of dimension M x 1. Parametric
perturbation of the resources vector b provides the
unconditional factor demand curve for each one of the
resources employed (Dorfman, 1951). As mentioned earlier,
some components of b may represent requirements to produce

certain levels of noninarket outputs; in this case, through
parametric analysis of those components, their product
supply curves are obtained (Dantzig, 1963).

The effect of nonbasic variables upon the objective
function is obtained by differentiating equation (6):

5Z

c5Xj
= c - CBBa j N (10)
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nonbasic variable and describes the marginal cost of

increasing x. Alternative optima are identified as the

nonbasic variables for which Z/6x1 = 0.

Equation 10 also specifies that the marginal revenue of

the j-th product, c, be no greater than its aggregated

imputed marginal cost for the product output to be at zero

level. With marginal revenue equal to marginal cost the

variable is taken into the production plan and,

simultaneously, the simplex method completely allocates the

marginal revenue among all the resources utilized. The

following equality then holds:

ci = cBBa

which, by equation 9, can be written as

6Z
ci = a j 6 B (12)

6b

This is important information in the sense that it

represents the lowest disaggregation level of the economic

ideas embedded in duality theory. The marginal revenue an

activity contributes to the objective function is exactly

allocated among all the resources utilized by that

activity. The simplex method then guarantees both that the

resources are allocated optimally and that the prices

imputed to the resources are the most efficient ones

(Dorfinan j, 1963).



APPLICATIONS IN FOREST PLANNING

To illustrate the usefulness of post-optimal analysis

in harvest scheduling, a typical formulation of a multiple

use forest planning problem is presented. Albeit planning

situations vary widely among National Forests and among

forest lands in general, a common and current feature is

that they deal with multiple outputs and factors of

production, only a few of which have available market

information, i.e. are market goods. The planning problem is

normally approached as value maximization by including in

the objective function a set of variables representing

those output options for which market data are available.

Requirements on minimum production levels of nonmarket

goods and services are modeled through equations

constraining the production possibilities. Forest policy

regulations, such as NDEF, are fairly common and always

included in the model as constraints.

The problem described next, modified from Johnson

(1986, p.3-9), captures the relevant features of planning

situations found in land management decision analyses: a

forest is divided into four analysis areas, three of them

have a forest cover and the fourth is grazing land. Timber,

forage, water and wildlife are the planned outputs from our

hypothetical forest. For timber and forage outputs there

are market data. It is thus possible to compute present net

value for management options that produce these outputs.

15
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jeA

= b1 for all i (14)
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They are included as decision variables in the objective

function.

The problem is stated, in summation notation, with the

following set of equations:

maximize Z = E c x (13)
jJ

subject to:

E X bg (15)
jeW

E x.
jEs -J

E vyx1 - ht = 0 for all t (17)

- ht + htj -bd t=1, . . . ,T-1 (18)

x forallj

where:

: set of management regimes that are considered for the

i-th analysis area.

bd : maximum departure from non-declining even flow

allowed in any period, in volume units per period.

b : available acreage on the i-th analysis area.

minimum level of sediment-free water produced by any

combination of management regimes, in units of sediment-

free water.



bw : minimum requirement on wildlife habitat, in acres.

c : net marginal contribution, to the objective function,

of j-th management regime.

ht : accounting variable for volume harvested at time

period t. In volume units per period.

J set of all indexes for management regimes considered

as decision variables in the model. This set is partitioned

according to analysis areas, sediment yield, wildlife

habitat, and harvest periods.

Pt : set of management regimes that produce timber harvest

in period t.

S : set of management regimes that contribute to water

production.

s : sediment-free water production of management regime

j, in units of water per acre.

v : timber volume harvested in period t when management

regime j Pt is implemented.

W : set of management regimes that contribute to wildlife

habitat.

17

x : decision variables. Acres allocated to management

regime j.
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Equation 13 is the objective function. Although several

optimization criteria may be possible, net present value

over the planning horizon is a common one, with the

values representing the contribution of management regimes

evaluated as isolated from the forest context.

Constraint set (14) defines land availability in each

analysis area. denotes the opportunity cost valuation

of the land in analysis area i. It represents the correct

per acre value to the owner of one acre in the ith analysis

area, given his production planning problem. Furthermore,

as a result of duality theory, these values are scaled in

the same units as the c coefficients but correct them, as

the forest asset valuation, by accounting for multiple use

production requirements.

Constraint sets (15) and (16) establish the planning

requirement of considering only those production

alternatives that force the forest to meet minimum

production levels of wildlife habitat and sediment-free

water, respectively. Associated with constraint (15) is a

dual variable, 7w' that represents the opportunity cost

valuation of each acre devoted to wildlife habitat when the

minimum habitat acreage requirement is b. 1r denotes the

dual variable corresponding to producing a level b5 of

sediment-free water. Therefore is the per unit

opportunity cost of water production.



The elements of also represent the most efficient
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Constraint sets (17) and (18) are the standard

restrictions on the flow of timber over time. Per period

harvest levels are accounted for in equations (17) and then

linked through constraint set (18). Shadow prices for

equations (17) are opportunity values of harvesting a

volume unit in period t. For constraint set (18) the dual

variables, lrt, represent the opportunity value of relaxing

the flow of timber from one period to the next by one unit.

A numerical example is given in Table 1 illustrating

the planning problem presented in equations (13) to (18).

This is one of the many possible formulations representing

a planning situation. However it includes typical

constraints in forest planning: those related with acreage,

wildlife, hydrology, and timber flow. Other constraints may

account for other environmental requirements, and for

budget and other factor usage. Their inclusion would follow

the same characteristics as those presented.

Valuation of nonivarket outputs and resources

In duality theory, when an optimal solution exists, the

set of shadow prices permits complete and exact allocation

of the optimal total revenue (cx*) among the resources

utilized. That is,

= (19)



TA8LE 1 Linear progreimsing matrix end solution for ,ultipl. us. forest s.nagsmsnt plan. Modified from Johnson end oth.rs (1986)

analysts ursa 1 analysis ursa 2 analysis era. 3 sn.lyets arse 4

- $ 328,612.20

Z 184.8 232.4 140.6 57.7 12.0 171.8 9.8 11.0

a')

M.n.g.usnt regime.

X1T1 X1T2 X1N1 X21l X22 X2T3 X2HI X3TI X3T2 X313 X381 X382 X1 X4LI X4H1 X*H2 Hi H2 H3 b

c 75 182 -56 -11 6 542 406 294 187 181 -18 -11 -16

land 1 1 1 - 200 342.77
1 1 1 1 - 300 110.34

1 1 1 1 1 1 -700 498.35
1 1 1 - 100 59.24

wildlife 1 1 1 > 90 -218.41

wst.r 7 7 10 4 4 8 10 7 7 7 8.8 9.3 10 7 5.5 6 10000 -11.03

NUEF 490 3000 900 -1 - 0 0.0403

1500 345 805. 3300 1800 -1 0 -0.0040
2300 450 1050 3500 1000 -1 - 0 -0.0363

-1 1 > 0 0.0403
-1 1 0 0.0383

200 38 264 283.9 264.5 81.5 90 100
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valuation of resources utilized to produce x, given the

production possibilities valued in the objective function

and defined through the set of constraints. As mentioned

earlier, the constraint set includes not only factor

utilization bounds, but also production targets for

nonmarket outputs. The sign convention on shadow prices

(Dantzig, 1963) permits separation, in equation 19, of

those constraints with negative (ir) and those with

positive () dual variable values. Nonniarket outputs and

production factors are, in this way, respectively

designated. Equation 19 becomes,

cx = 7r+.b+ - 7rb (20)

where b = [b+
I
b]t and

*
I

ir]. Then,

rearranging we get:

c.x + ,rb = (21)

where the left-hand side includes both output levels for

which market information is available ( the x's ) and those

without it ( the b's ). Production factors ( the bk's )

remain at the right-hand side.

The relevance of stating the final objective function

as in equation 21 is that, by partitioning the factors

vector, it provides a summary description of the production

plan for both types of output, and also an appropriate

valuation of the resources utilized in their production.
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In the example above, as in many forest planning

problems, some of the constraints describe actual resource

availability: budget and acreage per analysis area being

the most typical. However other constraints are attempts of

the planning staff to represent society's desires on output

production or factor utilization: nondeclining evenflow,

wildlife habitats, water and landscape amenity represent

some of those desired outputs. Proper separation of these

constraints leads to equation 21.

It is noted that in the left-hand side of 21, the

variables in x and ,r are determined according to the

values of c and b, among other parameters. However the

actual determination of the values for c and b follow very

different procedures. While the c values are given by

actual market information, the b values are often set at

arbitrary levels by the planning team. In this way the

elements of b should also be considered as decision

variables to be determined in the decision process. From

equation 9 the value of 7r will change for different levels

of b, therefore several questions arise. For a given

vector b, is society willing to pay ir per unit of land

devoted to produce that output level ? Is b the amount of

nonmarket outputs requested by society at a price ir ?

In general, how much of those outputs can be obtained from

the forest at different prices ? What is the value of

foregone opportunities if society does not require that all



land be devoted to that output vector ?

To address the above questions it is recalled that the

problem formulated as in equations (13) through (18)

implies -or assumes- a profit maximizing behavior for the

production process, and that Pareto optimality requires the

price to equal the marginal cost of producing the good or

service (Friedman, 1984). The planning staff has to justify

the "sale" of b units produced at a marginal cost of 1r.

Usually there are not demand functions available for the

public goods represented by b, nevertheless the decision

process can be undoubtedly enriched by having available the

curve of marginal cost for supplying each of those goods.

These curves are easily obtained, in any standard simplex

code, by parametric variation of the right-hand side vector

as shown in equation (9). Furthermore they describe, for

profit maximizing agencies, the unconditional supply curve

for products and the demand curve for factors (Baulnol,

1965)

Figure 1 (a to d) describes the marginal curves for

parametric variations of some elements of the b vector in

the example of Table 1. Figure l.a describes the demand

curve for land availability in analysis area 3. Comparison

of this curve and its elasticity with those corresponding

to other analysis areas would allow identification of

relevant areas if efforts were made to modify the land

base.

23
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Figure 1. Parametric variation of dual variables of

constraints on (a) land availability in analysis area 3,

(b) wildlife habitat, (C) sediment-free water, and (d)

total departure from NDEF utilized.
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The curve in Figure l.b shows the cost at which each

acre of wildlife habitat is efficiently produced for

different levels of total habitat. This product supply

curve is valuable to the planning process. The impact of

varying the level requested, comparisons with alternative

ways of supplying society the same level, questions about

the reaction of the public to alternative levels, and

similar topics can be easily addressed. The planning staff

should also benefit from information on elasticity of

supply also provided by the curve. Analogously, Figure l.c

describes the forest's supply curve for sediment-free

water. Decisions on the choice of sediment restriction

level can thus be made utilizing such information as guide

to set the "correct" standard for sedimentation and to

compare alternative conservation practices, as suggested by

Swanson and Narayanan (1973).

An important use of post-optimal analysis is in

evaluating policies constraining the flow of timber harvest

over time. The analysis of departures from NDEF has been a

topic attracting the attention of both private industry and

preservation groups dealing with public land agencies. The

scope for analysis has been generally in terms of volume or

land tradeoffs (Davis and Johnson, 1986, for example).

While this has been a useful approach in the past, the

analyses can certainly be enhanced by using the valuation

information contained in the final tableau of the simplex



algorithm.

Constraint sets (17) and (18) are used to model the

objective of "producing" a flow of timber that does not

decrease by more than bd from one period to the next.

Therefore bd (equal to 0 in Table 1) measures the level of

resource "departure" the production plan is utilizing. The

marginal cost curve for bd is illustrated in Figure l.d.

For the hypothetical forest analyzed here, the marginal

curve for departure appears highly elastic for small levels

of "departure utilized", meaning that over a wide range,

departures will have a significant impact in increasing the

objective function value. Questions of whether the per-MCf

value being charged at the current departure level allowed

is worth the community "instability" created can be

addressed. Therefore departures are easily seen as a

production factor. The greater the departure available the

less would be the foregone opportunity revenues. At the

limit, the planning problem becomes unconstrained with

respect to timber flow over time. An interesting extension

is the analysis of relationships between bd values and

changes in the shadow prices for future flows of timber

(Hoganson and Rose, 1984). Also departures for specific

periods can be evaluated by analyzing each of the elements

in the vector bd. Departures from a NDEF policy can also be

analyzed as a noninarket output by simply defining bd as a

measure of "non-utilized departure".
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In general, the problem of setting the most efficient

production level for nonmarket outputs can now be regarded

simply as the search for appropriate estimation of the

society's marginal willingness to pay curve (or public

demand curve). The efficient level should then be obtained

at the intersection of both curves, ie., where marginal

cost equals marginal willingness to pay (Peskin, 1976).

Considerations on the monopolistic features of a particular

forest planning situation are beyond the scope of this

paper, but the marginal cost curves provided would help in

deciding the "price to charge" society for requesting each

level of a public commodity.

Accounting use of duality information

The information provided by the simplex method also

permits allocation of the marginal revenue from activities

among all resources utilized, as described in equation 12.

This has been the central focus of the BCTS issue,

often defined as the search for an appropriate accounting

system for timber sales. Bowes and others (1986) qualify

this focus as "unfortunate" and "leading to pointless

efforts". On the other hand, the USDA Forest Service has

answered Congressional requests with the argument that

there is not an exact method to account for nontimber

outputs in National Forests. Our standpoint on the problem
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is rather opposite to both, and based upon the fact that

the information provided by the planning technique the USDA

Forest Service uses, LP, is all that is required to develop

an accounting system for timber sales, provided that the

formulations accurately model the planning problem. No

cumbersome calculations are required, just an enhancement

of the report-writers (such as FORPLAN) currently in use.

Classical marginal analysis of the firm uses a

production function to represent the feasible solution

space. Linear programming is in this sense richer than

marginal analysis since it incorporates the concept of

production activities to define the production function.

These activities use the same factors and turn out the same

products. Furthermore they permit tracing factor

utilization for each product (Dorfman, 1951). In the

general case of constrained optimization, Kuhn-Tucker

theory allows for an efficient allocation of joint costs

evaluated as marginal revenues of the resources (Weil,

1968)

In forest planning, any timber sale can be taken as an

example of a production activity. The production of

multiple outcomes -timber, wildlife, water, recreation- is

therefore achieved by implementing a subset of basic

activities. The cost, of any of these activities (j

B) is thus a joint cost since it results in the production
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of multiple outcomes. The objective function coefficient,

c1 is rewritten as composed of two terms:

c = P-r (22)

where p is the gross revenue per unit of activity j

implemented and r is the per unit cost of the activity.

Disaggregation of the term r results in the budget line

items: regeneration, fencing, timber sale preparation, etc.

The technical or accounting problem has been described as

the apportioning of these cost items among all (multiple)

benefits of undertaking the activity (USDA Forest Service,

1986)

Without accepting that such a low disaggregation level

is the correct approach to the problem, it is next

illustrated how such allocation of costs could be made from

the information the simplex method provides for the

preferred alternative. The method gives an exact and

complete allocation of costs and revenues among noninarket

outputs and factors. Furthermore, those allocation and

valuation solutions satisfy all the requirements for a

timber sale accounting system.

Recalling equation 12 and expressing it in summation

notation of its components, it is shown that for any basic

activity j, the marginal net revenue, equals the

weighted sum of marginal opportunity costs for all

resources used as inputs in that activity:
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Equation 24 shows the exact allocation of the net

marginal revenue, c, among the resources and the nonmarket

outputs also produced by undertaking the j-th activity

(i.e. x 0). The right-hand side of the equation is the

weighted sum of the shadow prices of the resources used and

the nonmarket outputs also produced. The weighting factors

are the technical coefficients,

By rearranging terms, equation 25 results in a

reformulation of the optiinality conditions where the

"augmented" marginal revenue equals marginal costs. The

bracketed term includes the gross marginal revenue of the

market outputs, p, and the revenues related with nonmarket

30
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where cj is the marginal net revenue per unit of

activity j, ir1 is the shadow price of the ith constraint

and the ij-th element of B, shows the amount of

resource i utilized in producing one unit of activity j.

By recognizing again that some elements of the vector

may have positive sign, while other elements are

negative, equations 22 and 23 are rewritten as:

ci = p - r
= ib1 - E1r1aj (24)
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The accounting problem of apportioning the joint cost,

r. is now solved since the share each commodity has in the

aggregated (or augmented) marginal revenue jointly provided

by activity j can now be calculated.

Let P represent the augmented gross marginal revenue,

term in brackets in equation 25. The portion of r to be

allocated to the market output is calculated as (p/P) r.

The allocation to the ith nonmarket output (i b) is

evaluated as (ira1/P)r.

As mentioned earlier, such a low-level disaggregation

of cost components may not be necessary in practical

accounting. The important fact is the capability of the

method to evaluate nonmarket outputs and to allocate costs

at an activity level. The use of such information at higher

hierarchical levels is a powerful tool in providing

rationality to the planning process.

As an example of the accounting scheme represented in

equation 25, Table 2 describes the marginal revenue and

marginal cost decomposition for activity X3B1, which is one

of the management options for analysis area 3. This

activity can be thought of as any timber sale. Evaluated in

isolation this activity yields a per acre contribution of $

187 to the objective function. The optimum solution for the
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INPUTS OUTPUTS
(contributions to revenue) (payments to factors)

Total inputs $ 534.62 Total outputs $ 534.61

The entries in Table 2 describe the flow of money per

unit of the activity implemented. Recall that in imputation

analysis, as above, zero profit is an accounting

requirement (Bauxnol, 1965). The only "cash-like' receipt is

that corresponding to the coefficient of the activity in

the objective function ($ 187 per acre) while the other

entries in the Table are described as transfer payments

among divisional units of the institution.

It is observed in Table 2 that the forest in analysis
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problem (see Table 1) allocates 90 acres of analysis area 3

to this activity.

Table 2. Accounting scheme for activity X3B1

net present value (timber) land
c3Bl = $ 187.00 a3BllrA3 = $ 498.35

Wildlife (birds habitat)
a3BllrW = $ 216.41

Water
a3Bl7rS = $ 94.89

NDEF period 3 NDEF period 1
a3Bl7r3 = $ 36.32 a3Bllrl = $ 36.26
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area 3 is imputed a price of $ 498.35 per acre. In a

capital accounting framework, this is the correct asset

value of the analysis area since it incorporates, in net

present value units, the flow of future benefits and costs

of all multiple use outputs from the forest. In

unconstrained timber production, the forest asset in

analysis area 3 would have been imputed a value of $ 542

per acre corresponding to the objective function

coefficient of its highest timber value (Table 1).

The accounting scheme in Table 2 can be repeated for

all activities directly related with market outputs. The

sum of input and output transfers across all activities

will necessarily result in the same values that the

computation of equation 21 provides.

Accounting tables can be established also for nonmarket

outputs and production factors to accumulate all transfers

from, or payments to, related activities. For a nonmarket

output, i b , the net balance in its account will be

equal to i.e., the output level times its shadow

price. In the same way for production factors, the net

balance in each account will be ,4.bt.

After accumulations are made for all activities,

nonmarket outputs and production factor accounts, the

overall (total) budget will be unbalanced by exactly the

amount:
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which corresponds to the transfer society has to make in

order to receive the nonmarket outputs at the requested

levels. The linkage of the proposed method with both the

planning and the budget approprations processes can be

established in this way.

DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS

As stated by Gregory (1972), if economic efficiency is

accepted as an adequate guide to management decisions then

the joint-products economic approach to multiple use in

forest management offers few conceptual problems. Gregory

also adds "... the objection as a practical means for

multiple use decisions does not lie in the validity of the

results achieved, but in the difficulties of application"

(p 401). This judgment was accurate more than a decade ago.

During this time span several factors (e.g. legal mandates,

computer hardware and software availability) have permitted

the approach to become extensively used in forest planning.

The computational burden of the neoclassical joint-products

economic approach has been overcome, particularly with

respect to linear programming, and it is currently

implemented in a routine fashion by public agencies and
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many private firms.

The previous sections have demonstrated the usefulness

of the economic information provided by LP, in particular

when used to solve for multiple land-use planning.

Different policy issues can be addressed and analyzed upon

that information. It is therefore remarkable that in only a

few instances has forest planning literature reported its

use, even though the issues in discussion are often related

to the economic implications of using LP in decision

making.

The fascinating characteristics and intricacies of

forest harvest scheduling, over space and time, have

captured the interest of LP specialists for over two

decades, since the earliest works of Leak (1964) and Loucks

(1964) . Since then, researchers and practitioners have

either reinforced the modeling capabilities of LP (Iverson

and Aiston, 1986), or searched for alternative mathematical

techniques that overcome some of the criticisms of LP (Bare

and Field, 1986).

The current scenario in forest planning is further

complicated with criticisms on the size of actual Forest

Service LP models, and the claim that they go beyond the

comprehension of both users and the public. At the same

time society, as well as government agencies, request

economic efficiency in all current operations on forest
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lands.

Nevertheless, as illustrated previously, still

unexploited features of LP have a potential to help in

providing information for the resolution of conflict,

clarifying discussions on policy issues. All that is

is, from its

as Koopmans

required is that practitioners recall that LP

origin, simply economic "activity analysis",

(1951) and Baumol (1958), among others, have pointed out.

Viewed as activity analysis, LP preserves and further

enhances the application of neoclassical marginal analysis

by decomposing the notion of a production function into its

conceptual atoms: the production activities.

Decision making in forest planning is, in fact, the

choice among a finite set of activities, therefore the

concept of a forest production function becomes

unnecessarily restrictive. However, it is observed, that

many economic analyses of forest planning and policy issues

are based upon the concept of a forest production function.

The literature related to the recent issue on below

cost timber sales is an example of the absence of an

appropriate framework to approach the problem: first, it is

implicitly assumed that the current planning process at the

Forest Service actually incorporates current government

goals on fiscal deficit control. Second, it is also assumed

that the resulting optimum plans are valid during the
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Another field of application of the economic

37

entire planning period (i.e., market conditions remain the

same and society's preferences unchanged). Third, ex-post

analyses assume that the Forest Service actually

implements, without alterations, what the optimum plan

dictates. And finally, it is often observed that the

economic linkage between activities (sales) undertaken and

the forest planning framework has not been established

properly.

The cost allocation method here recalled is an

alternative to other proposals to impute joint costs to

single outputs in the multiproduct scenario of forest land

use and management. The separable cost method proposed by

Bowes et al (1986) relies on computation of cost

differential for the discrete choices on producing at a

given level or not at all. As illustrated by Hof

(1985) total cost estimates are erroneous when obtained

from individually costed outputs. They then suggest the

design of alternative approaches that treat forest outputs

interdependently, but do not specify how this could be

achieved. Later, Hof and Field (1986) showed that separable

cost and other game theoretic approaches would yield

unreliable information in determining efficient output

levels in multiple land use. Similar conclusions with

respect to the separable cost method were obtained by

Rideout and Wagner (1986).
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information of LP in forest planning refers to analyses on

perversities of NDEF policy, such as the recent work by

McQuillan (1986). The relationships between interest rate,

age structure of the forest, projected increases in real

prices, could be traced through the time path of the shadow

prices of NDEF constraints.

Among the administrative options sought to resolve for

economic efficiency in the management of public forest

lands, Beuter (1985) proposes the stratification of the

land base into homogeneous "business units" to be managed

under a "businesslike approach". If allocation of revenues

and costs for nonmarket outputs, and valuation of forest

assets were conducted as described in the previous section,

this proposal could be implemented without jeopardizing any

of the public functions of forest production, and provide

the required economic rationale to the planning process in

the USDA Forest Service.

This paper has attempted to recall simple ideas and

concepts embedded in many mathematical programming tools

currently used by public and private agencies. A simple

footnote in the classical textbook of Dorfman, Samuelson

and Solow (1958, p 133) captures the essence of ideas we

think currently necessary in most of the discussion on

forest planning and policy issues: "It would be misleading

to contrast the linear programming model with marginal
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analysis. Linear programming j. marginal analysis,

appropriately tailored to the case of a finite number of

activities. ..,,.
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LAND VALUE AND THE LINKAGE BETWEEN STAND

AND FOREST LEVEL ANALYSES

by

Gonzalo L. Paredes V.

and

J. Douglas Brodie

ABSTRACT

Recent debates on forest policy issues and frequently

reported critiques on the Faustivann-Samuelson solution to

the stand rotation problem reveal that the linkage of

stand-level and forest-level analyses has not been fully

understood in multiple-use forestry economics. This paper

shows that Kuhn-Tucker theory provides the analytical tool

to bridge the gap between both levels of analysis and that,

based upon the spirit and letter of Faustmann calculus,

obtains a general expression for multiple-use forest land

rent.
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INTRODUCTION

Published literature in forestry economics reveals that

the linkage between stand-level- and forest-level2 analyses

has not been fully resolved or, at least explained. Forest

economic theory has idealized situations where stand and

forest optima are congruent. For example, Reed (1986) in a

survey of literature on harvesting models observes that,

"in order to bridge the gap between stand-level and forest-

level management, traditional forestry theory has developed

the ideal of a normal forest, from which an evenflow of

timber can, in principle, be extracted in perpetuity"

(p64). Stand and forest optima are also congruent at the

other extreme of hypothetical harvest scheduling, the

planning for an unconstrained forest, as first demonstrated

by Faustmann (1849), and recently by Lofgren (1984) using

duality theory.

However, the practice of forest management and

planning involves neither currently regulated (or normal)

forests nor a constraint-free scheduling environment.

Actual stand management depends simultaneously on the

current forest conditions, on multiple-use objectives, and

on the target forest's features. In this scenario, results

Stand is normally understood as a land unit covered with
homogeneous vegetation. Homogeneity refers, for example, to
age, growth, and species.

Forest refers to an aggregation of stands to achieve an
owner's management objectives.
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obtained by imposing regularity assumptions or by relaxing

constraints are obviously invalid and fail when utilized to

analyze actual economic and policy issues, such as the

valuation of wildlife habitat requirements, the below-cost

timber sales, departures from non-declining harvest policy

in national forests, etc.

Attempts to overcome the failure of traditional

analyses have followed various approaches. Hartman (1976),

Strang (1983) and Calish al (1984) attempt to

"generalize" Faustmann's formula to make it capable of

dealing with the flow of amenity and service values that

standing timber also provides. Another approach has been

taken by recognizing that the vectors of timber price and

cost are not constant over time. Walter (1980), McConnell

et al (1983), Hardie et al (1984), and Newman i (1985),

among others, have attempted to extend Faustmann's calculus

to handle varying rotation lengths over a relevant period

of the infinite planning horizon.

None of these attempts to generalize Faustmann's

calculus have produced a tidy and operational formulation.

Furthermore, it has been recognized by the respective

authors that the models fail to account for the

interdependence of the stands when in a forest wide

context. These facts have been exaggerated as disadvantages

of stand-level analyses in general, and of the Faustmann

formula in particular. It is often stated, for example,
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that the stand level formulae are the wrong choice when

solving for multiple use forest planning (Bowes and

Krutilla, 1985), and this assertion is then extended to

imply that the Faustmann-Samuelson solution is

inappropriate except when solving for unconstrained single-

use timber management (Krutilla, 1987, p. 31). The argument

used is that a stand-level approach fails in simultaneously

solving for timber, service and amenity outputs as well as

accounting for the interactions with other stands in the

forest through time.

The current situation in forest land economics

clearly reveals the existence of a cognitive gap that

precludes appropriately addressing .the issues raised by the

practice of forest planning. For example, Johansson and

Lofgren (1985) observe that national forests are often

harvested at ages that depart from Faustmann rotation

criteria because these lands "are managed also for non-

timber purposes like recreation, wilderness and wildlife.

The market is inoperative for many of these multiple uses

of forest lands. This provides justification for national

forest managers to depart from market efficiency criteria

in their timber management" (p.240). Arguments like this

characterize state-of-the-art in multiple-use forest

economics and furthermore, they create confusion among land

managers, the public and, obviously, the students. It has

been recently demonstrated that the production of non-
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timber outputs at the forest does not preclude the use of

economic efficiency criteria, it only requires recollection

of recall basic duality rules (Paredes and Brodie, 1988).

It is now appropriate to "update" stand-level

formulations so to make them consistent with the practice

of multiple-use forest management. To adequately

incorporate those environmental and economic effects into

the stand level formulation all that is needed has been

succintly and elegantly stated by Sainuelson (1976): "...

the future vector of real costs and real benefits will have

to be scrutinized in terms of a generalization of the

spirit and the letter of the Faustmann-Fisher calculus" (p

486). In addition to Samuelson's work, the correctness of

the Faustmann analysis has been repeatedly shown by using

different mathematical approaches. Anderson (1976)

demonstrates its validity using the maximum principle of

control theory. Reed (1984) illustrates later that the

Faustmann calculus is correct in a renewal theory setting

as well. Then, Sainuelson's statement is correct in the

sense that a generalization is needed and in that the

approach is to obtain the time path for the "real" price

and cost vectors but maintaining the spirit of the

Faustmann calculus. What has really failed is forestry

economics literature in providing a unified framework that

maintains the Faustmann approach to land rent valuation and

permits solution for multiple outputs in a forest level

context.
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In this paper it is shown that a generalization in

terms of future cost and price vectors can be achieved

through an analytical method that fully bridges and

explains the gap between multiple-use stand and forest

level analyses. The analytical method and related concepts

are given by the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) theory for constrained

optimization (Kuhn and Tucker, 1951). The KT conditions

allow for discussion of the hypothesis in this note: stand-

level and forest-level optimization shall yield the same

optimum decision, in terms of activities to undertake at

the stand, if and only if the same information is used to

conduct both analyses. In this context, information refers

not only to growth and yield data, but also to output

prices and factor costs. The stand-level formula is not the

wrong choice, what is commonly wrong is the information

utilized to apply it: either the prices of timber harvest

do not represent the actual revenue to the owner, or the

cost of harvesting at a given period does not account for

the real opportunity costs of doing so.

The problem of appropriately linking stand and forest

level analyses has an interesting analogue in the financial

planning literature. The capital rationing problem has

captured the attention of financial analysts (Weingartner,

1961). In large scale constrained capital budgeting

problems, projects with lower present net value often are

selected in the optimum solution of a discrete optimization
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problem, because they provide cash flow when needed.

Unfortunately, the analogy ends when recognizing that the

forest production system is far more complex since

externalities, and often public goods, are involved.

KT theory is also utilized in the decomposition methods

of Dantzig and Wolfe (1961). Since some forest planning

techniques have been developed based on the Dantzig and

Wolfe scheme to solve for large-scale harvest scheduling,

it is not surprising that a tangential discussion on stand-

forest decisions interaction can be found in those papers.

However, they have not given any insight in multiple-use

forestry.

The purpose of this paper is not the exploitation of

the algorithmic advantages of the linkage rationality, nor

the analysis of idealized situations. The purpose is to

demonstrate, through some elementary calculus and algebraic

manipulations, that the practice of forest planning (i.e.

the solution of forest-wide constrained optimization

problems) gives, with analytical tidiness and theoretical

consistency, the necessary information to establish the

linkage between stand and forest multiple-use optimization.

The next section describes a general formulation of

the stand-level problem, due to Hardie (1984) that

accepts varying prices over time. Since, to a large extent,
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harvest decisions come from externalities accounted for

with a forest-wide point of view, the formulation is

augmented to a constrained forest-level optimization

problem. Then, with resort to duality theory, optimality

conditions for stand-in-the-forest decision making are

presented. The linkage is there explained.

The last section discusses some of the forest policy

issues that can be appropriately addressed with the

framework we propose.

GENERAL FAtJSTMANN-KT MODEL

This section presents a forest level activities

programming formulation that, through KT theory, permits

recovery of a general expression for the land value when

the stand rotation is allowed to vary over time, amenity

and service outputs are requested from the stands, and

interactions with other stands are accounted for.

To follow the spirit of Faustrnann's calculus, an

infinite planning horizon is assumed and the price and cost

vectors are accepted as time-dependent parameters. To

provide for empirical analytic feasibility, as in Hardie

(1984), an end point in time T5, far enough into the

future is chosen, when both price and cost parameters

converge to some steady state or, because of discounting,

the impact of ending conditions becomes negligible.



P(T1) : price of timber at the ith harvest of stand j.
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The forest contains J management units or stand types.

For simplicity, stand age is the parameter that

distinguishes stands from each other. Hereafter management

units are referred to as age classes. No assumptions are

made with regard to initial stand age class distribution,

i.e. a normal or regulated forest is not assumed.

For each age class j, there is a set of feasible

sequences of harvest times {T) for 1=1,2,..., where T1

is the ith harvest time of age class j. Also for

all i.

For the jth isolated stand Hardie (1984) stated

the varying rotations problem as the solution of:

K -rT1. -rT5
Vj = max {E 1P(Tii) Y(A1) - C(T)]e + S(A)e

( 1
(1)

where:

vi present net value of trees and land in age class j

under an optimal management regime that harvests the stand

at the times specified by the optimal sequence

until time T5, and every A years thereafter.

number of harvests, in stand j, if the harvest

sequence {T) is undertaken.



: stand age at the ith harvest, = T1 - T_1.

timber volume yield of stand j when harvested at

age

C(T1) : regeneration cost at time T1.

r : interest rate.

S(A) : land expectation value when optimal rotation age

is selected after T5 in stand j. Since steady state has

been assumed after T5, the value of S(A) is obtained by

solving the stand-level problem under classical

assumptions.

T5 : date when cost and price parameters achieve some

steady state value, or discounting makes future revenues

negligible.

The objective function for the forest-level

optimization problem is readily obtained from equation (1):

J -rT1 -rT5
Z = max {E E [P(T) Y(A1) - C(T1)]e + Sj(A')e

}

(T1) j=l i=l
(2)

where Z represents the forest and land value for a

problem where varying rotations are allowed during a

relevant period of the infinite planning horizon.

To simplify notation and to provide a linkage with

common forest planning symbology, namely with model I

(Johnson and Scheurman, 1977), let the index h define a

sequence of harvest times (T} , for all i at stand j.
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The number of feasible harvest sequences for stand j is

denoted H. This number is usually large because of the

combinatory array of a sequence of harvests. In the context

of linear programming each harvest sequence corresponds to

an activity. Therefore, let Xjh denote hereafter the area

in stand type (i.e. age class) j to be managed under the

harvest sequence specified by h. By replacing arguments the

objective function for the forest optimization problem,

equation (2), then becomes:

J H.
Z max E E Vh.Xh

(xjh} j=l h=l

where

-rT. -rT5
Vjh = E[P(T) Y(A) - C(T1)]e + Sj(A)e (4)

is the present value of the harvest sequence h when

undertaken in stand j. Hence equation (3) seeks, across the

forest, for the optimum harvests combination.

The problem is constrained by initial area availability

at each of the age classes, C, such that

(3)

H.
E XhC
h=l J

j=l,... J (5)

The above equation is presented as a strict equality by

assuming that one of the management activities considered
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where:
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is to leave the stand uncut. Otherwise, the equation should

be formulated as an inequality ().

The available knowledge on the technical relationships

between harvest sequences (activities) and nonmarket

amenity and service outputs through time are represented by

the technical coefficients jht Societal or management

requirements on the time flow of these amenities are

defined through the constraints set:

jht Xjh Ft t=l,... T5 (6)

where jht is the contribution to the flow of amenities

and services of age class j through harvest sequence h at

time t, and Ft is the societal requirement -through public

choice, managerial decision or legal regulations- on the

amenities and services at time t.

The optimization problem in a constrained forest is

thus represented by equations sets (3), (5) and (6). The

corresponding Lagrangian equation is:

L(x,w,u) =

J H J
E E VjhXjhE wj[E3xjh-Cj]
j=l h=l j=l h=l

J H
+ E utEE E

:i

fjhtxjh - Ft] (7)

t=l j=l h=l
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LaGrange multiplier or shadow price of age class j,

unsigned.

Ut : shadow price, dual variable, or opportunity cost of a

request for an amount Ft of amenities and services at t.

The KT conditions are given by the following equations:

xji forallj,h

Vjh - + Ut jht o for all i, h

T5
Xj [Vjh - w + E utfjht] = 0 for all i1 h

J t=l

Ut for all t

j=l
jht - Ft for all t

J H
Ut [ E jht xj - Ft] = 0 for all t (9c)

j=l h

Additionally, constraints (5) are met with strict

equality, thus the values in w are unrestricted.

Conditions (8a) and (9a) are the nonnegativity

requirements on primal and dual variables, respectively.

Conditions (8b) and (8c) illustrate the decentralized

behavior of each decision variable xh: for harvest

sequences with positive contribution to the objective



Vjh - Wi
+

Ut jht =

rearranging,

T5
Wi = Vjh+E utfjht

t= 1

(ba)

(lOb)

By duality theory it is well-known that the values of

Ut, for all t, are expressed with the same numerator units

as the objective function, the common numeraire. Since
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function it will be attractive to increase the land area to

manage under those regimes, until all the profit generated

by the activity is allocated. Harvest sequences with

negative contribution (strict inequality in 8b) will not be

chosen.

Condition (9b) is the feasibility condition. Condition

(9c) describes the market for the flow of amenity and

services output flows from the standing trees. If there is

excess supply of these outputs (strict inequality in 9b),

at a given time, then their imputed market price should be

set to zero. Otherwise they will be imputed a positive

value.

To obtain a general expression for a Faustmann

valuation of forest and land we use condition (8c), relying

upon the fact that by definition of xjh and by equation (5)

some harvest sequence is at a positive level, thus:

for some xj 0



equation (3) expresses current value units,

Ut = ate_rt

where at is the per-unit nominal valuation, at time t,

of an output Ft. Therefore, replacing (4) and (11) above

gives:

K.
w = E - C(T1)]e

1=1

*
-rT5 T5 -rt

+ S(A)e + E at fhte (12)
t=l

which is a generalized Faustmann land and initial

forest valuation for age class j. In the absence of a

period of varying price and cost vectors, (T5 = 0), and

without amenity and service externalities, i.e. in a steady

state timber alone scenario:

wj = Sj(A') (13)

The problem described in equations (3), (5) and (6)

fits general features of actual forest planning

formulations: neither a regulated forest, nor a constraint-

free outflow of timber. Optimal rotation ages at any point

in time and all stands are resolved within the "spirit and

the letter of Faustmann-Fjscher calculus" but also

considering price and cost fluctuations, nonmarket outputs

and interactions among stands.
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The shadow prices associated with constraint set (5)

give the correct initial forest and land values within the

context of the firm, given the initial land endowment and

the output requirements over time. Since they are expressed

in the same numeraire as the objective function they impute

to land the value of amenities and services provided by

standing trees, and also account for interactions among

stands given any initial age or stand distribution.

The constraint set (6) is a generic expression to

represent particular requests for outputs of wildlife

habitat, water quality, or recreational environment.

Likewise, constraints on the flow of timber over time (such

as a nondeclining even flow policy) can be included, or

since there has been a large controversy over physical

imposition of this constraint set, societys preferences on

the flow of timber can be implicitly represented through

variations of prices and costs over time. The important

point is that these constraints in (6), when binding timber

output, provide the imputed price of those non-market

outputs, modify timber output, and the imputed land value.

When the output level stated in Ft is accepted by the

manager the implicit pricing is also accepted.

Illustrating the relationships between stand and forest

level analyses, Figure 2 describes the value contributions

to the objective function of different first-harvest

rotation ages for some stand or age class in: (a) a stand-



A A age [years]

Figure 2. Value contribution to the objective function as a

function of first-harvest age. Stand-level and forest-level

analyses.
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level steady-state optimization problem, and (b) for the

same age class in a constrained forest. The problem is to

locate the best project variant among the set of

alternative rotation ages {A) for a stand-level problem,

and among the set of possible first-harvest ages {A1) for

the same stand in a forest context.

az
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Figure 2 shows a situation where a particular age class

(or stand) achieves its higher contribution to the forest

objective function if the first harvest occurs at

earlier than the age A dictated by a steady-state stand

level solution. Constraints on output levels over time

combined with the relative abundance or shortage of acres

in the age class may result in fIrst-harvest ages longer

than for other age classes. The vertical distance

between the points F' and F shows the reduction in Z caused

by an increase of the first-harvest rotation age from

to A. In the context of linear programming, as many actual

forest planning problems are solved, this distance is

reported as the per-hectare "reduced cost" of the activity

corresponding to A. The point S shows the maximum land

value, or contribution to the unconstrained forest

objective function, if only timber is considered in a

steady-state analysis.

DISCUSSION

In general, discrepancies on the best project variant

and on the absolute maximum value contribution to the

objective between stand and forest level analyses are

dependent on the rates of technical substitution and

product transformation that characterize the forest under

analysis. The initial endowment of land in each age class
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and the requirements imposed on the time flow of other

outputs combine to affect the optimal sequence of rotation

ages for any particular age class.

Even though the concepts described above are

straightforward from Kuhn-Tucker theory for a constrained

forest-level decision problem, they have been absent in the

forestry economics literature and the traditional

forester's viewpoint. Divorcing stand and forest questions

has also been pervasive in academic, managerial and forest

policy environments.

It was pointed out almost at the inception of applied

mathematical programming, three decades ago, that the

solution of the efficient allocation problem implicitly

also solves the efficient valuation or pricing problem.

Duality theory, when combined with search for a "preferred

alternative" provides a complete accounting system of

transfer prices and costs for various goods and amenities.

The solution alternatives provide all the necessary

information to either attack or defend them. The final

selection of an activity means that the decision making

agency must accept not only the "primal" implications of

the choice, but also the implied prices, as efficient ones.

Despite intensive pleas for much information (U. S.

Comptroller, General Accounting Office, 1984), it has

rarely if ever been provided. Instead of post-optimal

marginal ranging information, large gap average cost
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information from incremental solutions, are reported as

opportunity costs (see USDA Forest Service, Spotted Owl

Guidelines, pp.4-38, Table 4-24 for example). The separable

cost approach has been suggested for resolution of forest

planning problems. It is certainly a useful approach for

with-and-without analyses often encountered in planning

water projects. It is probably inappropriate for analysis

of a wide range of varying intensities of multiple products

where production or no production at all is not an issue.

To address multiple-use externalities Bowes and

Krutilla (1985) propose using what appear to be rather

spurious "amenity value indices" for explicit valuation,

followed by conventional solution of the efficient

allocation problem. As an alternative we propose to

characterize the current practice of forest planning as a

joint search for congruent allocations and efficient

pricing, as opposed to solving an initial, and probably

irreconcilable, valuation problem.

Past emphasis on the concepts of the normal and

unconstrained forest are ideals that provide for blackboard

tidiness but fail to bridge the gap between stand and

forest level analyses, and therefore to address the many

economic questions brought up by the practice of modern

forestry. The recent controversy between the General

Accounting Office (U.S. Comptroller General, 1984), the

USDA Forest Service (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1986),



multiple use forestry without relying on concepts of KT
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conservationists and industrial interest groups on the

Below Cost Timber Sales issue clearly illustrates that KT

theory has not yet been incorporated by forest economists

as a powerful analytical tool.

To some extent, the main reason for this lack of an

adequate analytical framework in constrained forest

problems is the emphasis researchers have placed on the

production function concept as a device for theoretical

exposition and for marginal analysis. The applicability of

the models proposed by Hartman (1976), Walter (1980) and

Strang (1983), among others, has to be questioned not

because they are stand-level approaches, but because they

require forest-level information to build the production

surface of isolated stands. In contrast with these

theoretical models, the practice of forest planning

demonstrates that actual constrained problems are better

formulated and more easily solved as the choice among a

finite, but often large, set of activities. Thus activity

analysis, and consequently Kuhn-Tucker theory, overcomes

the burden of obtaining production surfaces for each stand

and associated multiple outputs by considering the

essential atoms of any production surface, the activities.

It becomes the appropriate way to conduct comprehensive and

sound marginal analysis.

The analysis of issues raised by the practice of
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theory has lead, in many instances, to confusion of the

public and decision makers since the Faustmann calculus has

been accused of error when in fact his formula is

implemented with the wrong information. Contrary to

Krutilla's (1986, p.31) assertion that "... the

Faustmann/Samuelson model is strictly applicable to single-

use timber management" we contend that its enhancement

according to our proposal links all forest land planning

concerns through principles consistent with land rent,

opportunity cost and efficient pricing and allocation

theory.

It would be highly productive for forest economists and

planners to accept the numerous proofs of Faustmann's

correctness and to use its approach as a guiding framework

to set up consistent formulations and analyses of forest-

level planning problems.
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DESIGN OF A RESOURCE ALLOCATION MECHANISM

FOR MULTIPLE USE FOREST PLANNING

by

Gonzalo L. Paredes V.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the current situation in one of

the main efforts to implement a systematic forest planning

process, the one in the United States National Forests. It

analyzes the features of forest planning that make

necessary its hierarchical decomposition and describes

proposed approaches in this direction. A description is

given on recent developments in economic planning and

management theory that need to be incorporated into the

design of a resource allocation mechanism in order to

overcome the failures of the current planning experience.

Finally, a design is presented for a hierarchical planning

mechanism that overcomes the shortcomings of the current

approach and bridges regional and forest level analyses.
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INTRODUCTION

The practice of planning in forest organizations,

public or private, has become the focus of attention in

recent years as the forest land base decreases and society

values multiple outputs from the forest. It is also

becoming apparent that the forest sciences, mainly forest

economics and management, have not yet developed an

appropriate and generalized framework for its successful

implementation in actual institutions. Where multiple-use

forest planning and economic efficiency are institutionally

requested, the modeling approaches currently undertaken

have either raised problem complexity to levels beyond

comprehension of the managers, the public and even the

modelers themselves; or simplified it to levels where it no

longer allows for efficient allocation decisions.

The above situation is evident in public agencies where

timber, recreation, wildlife, water and other nonmarket

commodities have to be accounted for in the planning

process. But in large private corporations the nonmarket

concerns are often replaced by other pseudo-commodities

such as cash flows, market share, financial ratios, and

other externalities. The analogies are in many cases

straightforward, thus the concepts discussed in this paper,

although related to planning in a public agency, can be

extended to private firms.
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The purpose of this paper is to provide a theoretically

sound framework to analyze planning issues recently brought

up by the current experience of the USDA Forest Service,

where an attempt to utilize a mathematical programming

technique as a tool in the planning process has produced

less than satisfactory results. The next section

illustrates the characteristics that make multiple-use

forest planning a typical large-scale task, and presents

the main critics of the experience mentioned above.

The third section describes some of the concepts from

economic planning theory that have been absent in forest

planning literature. During the last two decades

interesting and practical results have been obtained in

the design of resource allocation mechanisms to improve the

economic efficiency of existing ones. It is self-evident

that the implementation of a planning process will normally

require more than the simple choice of a mathematical

device in order to produce satisfactory results.

The fourth section describes a short-run resource

allocation model for multiple-use forestry at a regional

level. It describes a process within which local managers

and regional managers interact with a language of

production targets and shadow prices in an iterative

process that once implemented, can be conducted

continuously. A general description on how the model

addresses and solves the managerial efficiency problems



currently present in planning processes is also given.

THE PLANNING FOR MULTIPLE USE OF FOREST LANDS

The performance of a forest planning process has been

traditionally viewed as dependent on, or conditioned by,

the analytical model utilized. In describing analytical

requirements for multiple-use forest planning Teeguarden

(1987) points out that some of the "generic characteristics

of the ideal analytical model ... [are] the following key

structural capabilities" (p.20) : (1) simultaneous multi-

resource land allocation, activity scheduling, and

prescription selection analysis; (2) analysis of both

spatial and temporal allocation problems, including the

effect of policy constraints; (3) establishment and

analysis of vertical linkages between forest, regional and

national levels; (4) establishment and analysis of

horizontal linkages to other national forests and the

private sector in a region; (5) economic efficiency

analysis; (6) economic and social impact analysis.

With all these requirements, in addition to others,

multiple-use forest planning becomes a large-scale and

complex task. Simultaneous consideration of spatial and

temporal relationships, externalities of timber production

and vegetation manipulation, and production of non-market
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goods and services raises the complexity level beyond the

limits of any single technique. Forestry literature reveals

that the approach generally utilized to deal with these

aspects has been to break down the problem in the sense

that one requirement is addressed at a time. Then, the

modeling technique is enlarged to account for that aspect,

and finally its mathematical properties are studied in

order to derive a numerical procedure that overcomes the

computational burden of the previous enlargement.

The section below discusses some of the modeling

efforts reported in forestry literature to address the

above issues.

The Time Dimension

Modeling efforts have been largely dominated by their

focus on the dynamic nature of forest systems production.

Issues such as forest regulation, long run sustained yield,

and non-declining flow of timber are important and

traditional concepts inherited from nineteenth century

forestry in Europe. Foresters have to deal with them in

forest modeling and planning processes. A survey by Reed

(1986) presents many of the relevant approaches to account

for the time dimension of forest planning. When the

initial state of the forest does not present the

equilibrium conditions for maximum sustained yield, binary



Forest modeling efforts were enhanced in the early 70tS

when it was realized that, to solve for the best use of
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search, the maximum principle, and linear programming have

demonstrated their suitability to deal with the dynamic

aspects of large scale forest planning.

Well known examples of linear dynamic models for forest

planning are the works by Navon (1971), Johnson and

Scheurman (1977), and a modeling scheme recently proposed

by Reed and Errico (1986). The incorporation of time on

forest resource allocation has an explosive effect in

problem size. Without aggregation of time periods, problems

soon become intractable within a linear programming

approach as the number of stands or time periods

increases. However, their linear formulation presents a

well-defined staircase structure suggesting the use of

decomposition techniques. The works by Liittschwager and

Tcheng (1967), Caswell and Rao (1974), Williams (1976),

Nazareth (1980), Ericksson (1983), Berck and Bible (1984),

and Hoganson and Rose (1984) are some of the efforts along

the lines of the Dantzig and Wolfe (1960) technique, to

overcome the computational burden of large-scale harvest

scheduling problems. Their focus has been on the

computational aspects of using this technique when forest

planning is enhanced with respect to the time dimension.

The Space Dimension
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forest land, not only a dynamic problem had to be solved

for, but also a spatial location one in order to obtain

meaningful and iinplementable land use decisions.

The first aspects to be identified as closely related

to spatial dimensionality were those on transportation

activities. The cost structure per volume unit of timber at

the destination mill shows that during just the few days

span when logging and hauling take place more money is

spent, per volume unit of timber, than the expenditure

during decades growing the same volume unit, prices held

constant and discounted. By observing that usually a slight

increase in timber harvest costs, because of a shift in

stand location, can be more than offset by reduction in

transportation costs, Kirby (1973) initiated a modeling

effort that demonstrated the advantages of simultaneously

analyzing wildiand resource management projects and their

required road network. Kirby introduced a mixed integer

programming (MIP) formulation, named Integrated Resource

Planning Model (1RPM), to solve for an optimal performance

of land use projects less transportation costs (including

road construction) subject to management constraints and to

temporal and spatial dependence between projects and access

roads. Until then the U.S. Forest Service and private

industries had been solving separately transportation plans

for each land use project.



More elaborate heuristics have been implemented by

Weintraub (1978) and Sessions (1985). Weintraub's procedure
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Global network analysis for all projects with shared

access became a promising modeling approach for meaningful

forest planning. The interest later tended to dissipate

when researchers and practitioners realized that no

algorithm with polynomially bounded execution time could be

found to solve for the concave programming problem

resulting from MIP models. The approach is therefore used

in small size, short-run, planning problems. Weintraub and

Navon (1976), and Fowler and Nautiyal (1986), among others,

have also contributed to integrated models with mixed-

integer programming formulations.

In response to the proposal of MIP models for use in

forest planning and because of their high computational

requirements, planners in the U.S. Forest Service have

incorporated very much the same features of Kirby's model

into the LP-based FORPLAN system (Iverson and Aiston,

1986). Since the simplex code assumes continuous linearity

on activities relationships, users have adopted a heuristic

approach by rounding-off and/or redefining the projects

that should correspond to integer variables but are treated

as linear ones in the FORPLAN model. As is well known, this

is the simplest heuristic to obtain integer solutions from

an LP relaxation and may result in large deviations from

the true optimum to the NIP problem.
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accelerates branch fathoming of the branch-and-bound

solution method. His procedure is applicable to mixed

integer programming formulations of the forest planning

problem. Sessions adapted an early procedure developed by

Cooper and Drebes (1967) and tested by Steinberg (1970).

This heuristic handles fixed costs for arcs in a pure

network representation of the planning problem. Even

though both methods do not guarantee optimality, they have

been shown to provide solutions within 10% deviations from

true optimal solutions with the advantage of significantly

reducing computational requirements.

It has been later demonstrated that the MIP approach can

also be tailored to solve for other spatial aspects of

multiple use land planning (Kirby and others, 1986),

namely:

- inclusion of timber and recreation traffic flows on the

same road network, and placement of constraints on them.

- sediment transfers on a stream system as flows in a

network.

- facilities construction such as campgrounds, bridges,

transfer and sorting yards, and streamside rehabilitation

proj ects.

- treatment of mutually exclusive options by way of

accounting for their spatial location.

- inclusion of specific constraints or requirements on

wildlife habitats, landscape quality, and recreational use.
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Although through MIP models it becomes possible to deal

with many of the issues that affect the ultimate viability

of land-use plans, its use has been rather restricted, when

compared to LP-based models, because of the computational

requirements of resulting large models.

An alternative method to account for spatial

relationships between stands has been developed by Bowes

and Krutilla (1985) using dynamic programming to solve for

multiple stands management with timber and non-market

outputs.

Linkage to other institutional levels and agencies

The solution methods outlined above have all a common

ingredient: their developers have attempted to solve as

much as they can while using a single optimization

technique. This is well exemplified through the description

of 1RPM as a "multicoinmodity, multi-period, fixed-charge,

capacitated network with mutually exclusive road

capacities" (Kirby et al, 1986). Even though there is no

argument against the tremendous computational savings that

have been achieved recently in network programming,

efficient computation of the simplex on a network is more

than offset by the combinatorial nature of fixed costs on

the arcs when the problem requires a mixed integer

formulation. At the opposite side of planning
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methodologies, linear programming is being forced to deal

with discrete production alternatives and solutions are

heuristically obtained by interpolation on a discrete

space.

Furthermore, forest planning has been viewed as a

single-level exercise as if every aspect of the decision

process could be adequately addressed through a unique

model. The results are formulations that tax either

planning staff comprehension or computing capabilities. It

is also now becoming clear that an undesired by-product of

a single-level approach has been its inability to model the

linkage to other agencies and to other decision making

levels within the institution.

In light of the problems of practical forest planning,

the idea of partitioning the planning process has recently

grown up among forest managers. One of the catalytic

elements has been the current experience of the planning

process as conducted in the U.S. Forest Service in

implementing the U.S. National Forest Management Act. A

"rational-comprehensive multiple-use planning of the

National Forest system" (Teeguarden, 1987) to maximize a

vaguely defined concept of "net public benefit" has been

mandated to the agency. Then, the Forest Service has

relied, as its "main analytical tool" (Russell, 1987) on a

computer code that permits formatting of raw data into a
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matrix input for a commercial Linear Programming code to

solve the problem. Then this code (FORPLAN) tabulates and

summarizes results (Johnson et al 1986). The capability to

automatically generate a system of linear equations that

could then be processed and solved by the simplex algorithm

has fascinated planners in the agency. As a result

discussions on the planning process invariably shift into

the analysis of the matrix generator/report writer, instead

of the process itself.

The issue of coordination of the planning process with

other public and private resource allocations has been

recently raised as a major source of criticism in the

National Forest planning process. It is often stated that

the planning process does not link planning at the forest

level, the Resource Planning Act (RPA) program, and the

annual Budget process. As illustrated by Beuter and Iverson

(1987) "the planning process is done in a vacuum" (p.92).

The planning process has been also characterized as having

the effect of shifting "power upward in the classically

decentralized Forest Service ... [thus limiting] on-the-

ground testing of alternative analytical approaches to the

forest planning problem" (Binkley, 1987 p. 101).

Hierarchical, or multi-level planning, is claimed as a

necessary approach also by Dykstra (1987), who

distinguishes strategic planning at the regional/national

level, tactical planning at the forest level, and
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operational planning at the district level. Coordinated

planning with other agencies is also suggested by, among

others, Binkley (1987). Also Beuter (1984) and O'Toole

(1987) have argued in favor of implementing decentralized

management of land units in a "business-like" fashion.

Few contributions are found in forest literature on

analytical models to address either decentralization or

inter and intra-institutiona]. linkages. The economic ideas

embedded in the decomposition method of Dantzig and Wolfe

(1960) provide a solid analytical framework to managerial

decentralization and give a protocol of messages to be

implemented in hierarchically dependent management units to

achieve optimal allocation decisions (Baumol and Fabian,

1964). However, of the works utilizing the method, only

Williams (1976) seems to capture the idea of the Dantzig

and Wolfe routine and provides an interesting, but sketchy,

description of decomposition as applied to an idealized

hierarchical decision process in a public forest agency.

As an attempt to overcome the lack of coordination

between regional and forest levels Hof and Pickens (1987)

propose a two-level model where the upper level solves an

integer programming problem with discrete activities, each

representing the choice of management plans developed by

the local planning units. These local management plans are

generated as revenue maximizing solutions to linear

programming models of production at the corresponding unit,
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under different local level budget constraints and

different relative price vectors. These "output/cost"

alternatives become zero-one variables in the higher level

model, which "would select alternatives so as to maximize

some objective function" (p.246).

This model is conceived as a non-iterative process that

would allow the planning authority (the U.S. Forest

Service) to overcome the inexistence of "an elaborate

communication network and coordinating authority" (p.247),

and the difficulties of concurrent operation of the

planning process at lower-level units. In this sense the

authors claim superiority over the iterative routines of

Dantzig and Wolfe (1960), Kornai and Liptak (1965), and

Candler et al (1981).

Unfortunately, the diagnosis on which the authors

justify their approach is not fully tenable: choices for

communication networks are widely available and at well

known efficiency levels for at least the last decade.

Planning efforts are active almost continuously at the

local units, what is inactive is only the planning model of

the unit. The presence of a coordinating authority is

clear, by at least observing the annual budget process

conducted in any institution. Coordination of long-run

planning may be absent in some institutions, but this does

not constitute enough argument so as to design an
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allocation mechanism that attempts to overcome its absence,

by perpetuating it.

Hof and Pickens' proposal would generate a large upper-

level integer problem. To "overcome" the combinatorial

complexity of these large integer programs they suggest

their solution by relaxing the integrality constraints and

to use some rounding procedure to determine the set of

plans to implement. The problems associated with this

procedure are well known in mathematical programming

literature, and it can be easily shown that it may render

either infeasible solutions or suboptimal choices.

Navon and Weintraub (1986) suggest also a heuristic to

elaborate supply alternatives for "a few neighborhoods" in

the decision or policy space of the wildiand enterprise

(p.354). The procedure can be briefly (at risk of

inaccuracy) described as the following sequence: (1) Unit

managers formulate a linear programming model of the

resource availabilities, technology, and output

possibilities characteristic of their units. These models

are passed to the central division where (2) unit models

are summed up into a global linear program which also

include "master" constraints. Solution of this global LP

yields "partial" plans for the units. These partial plans

are then returned to each unit manager. (3) Each unit

manager builds a set of "completed" plans based upon the

partial plan transmitted by the central authority.
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Nonlinear related outputs and inputs are attached and used

to elaborate small deviations in the partial plan. These

deviations constitute the "completed" plans. (4) Steps 2

and 3 are repeated for different global scenarios. (5) A

global integer programming model is constructed

incorporating, as zero-one variables, the "completed" plans

submitted by the units. The solution to this integer

programming problem constitutes the enterprise program.

The procedure involves only one iteration between

central authority and unit managers. These submit only one

set of discrete proposals, covering all scenarios, to the

center. Then they are returned back a message describing

their production plan. It is not clear, however, how the

center formulates constraints for the global integer

program, and how these models are interpreted in terms of

their economic efficiency. It is convenient to recall that

the "nonlinear outputs and inputs" which are dealt with in

steps 3 and 4 are typically those representing public goods

and externalities of multiple-use forest management. The

economic interpretation of such an integer program could

yield meaningless prices for non-market commodities.

In this procedure, if the constraints in the global

integer program are not the same as the master constraints

in the global linear program, then the procedure can not

guarantee optimality since the units prepare their plan
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proposals as "small" deviations from the partial plans. The

global integer program may not cover a wide enough range of

alternatives as to allow for smooth substitutions. On the

other hand, if the constraints were the same for both

global programs one of them would be redundant since the

solutions would be the same for each unit, provided that

the set of completed plans, for a unit, also includes the

partial plan.

By implementing management plans selected from among

discrete options it becomes extremely difficult to adjust

the operations whenever the institution detects wide

environmental fluctuations or actual variations in the

values for parameters of the model. This can be illustrated

by considering, for instance, a situation where the global

IP calls for a recreation-oriented plan at unit A, and for

timber specialization in unit B. An observed small change

in constraint level of the global IP, allowing for a

reduction in the minimum level of recreation requested, may

translate into a dramatic shift to a discrete choice of

reduced recreation in unit B, after the initial investments

for a timber oriented plan have been undertaken. This

undesired situation can be obviously overcome if enough

discrete choices are included so that a "smooth" transition

is allowed. The tradeoff in this case would be a further

increase in size of the, already large, integer programming

problem.
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In terms of message exchanges, the procedure requires

massive data transmitted between the center and the units,

and forces the center to solve, in steps 2 and 5, two

large-scale problems.

Weintraub et al (1986) formulate a "two-stage

hierarchical" model to consider major investment decisions

along with timber management in a forest firm. A strategic

mixed-integer programming model solves for those discrete

investments options and for aggregated timber management

regimes, hauling and plant operations. Tactical decisions

are obtained by solving a continuous allocation model with

disaggregated data.

Their modeling approach attempts to reduce computer

time requirements of large integer strategic decision

models. By aggregating data the number of variables is

reduced from 1500 in the original problem to 500, and the

number of rows reduces from 600 to 300. Solution of the

problem is obtained with a reduction of 75% in Cpu time,

and an error bound of 7.7%. The weighting schemes for

column and row aggregations are discussed following the

works of Zipkin (1980a, 1980b).

Weintraub's approach has been experimentally applied in

the U.S. Forest Service (Hrubes, et 1987). The

procedure follows, in general, a rather mechanistic

aggregation of variables without mapping the decision

making processes at each level of the institution.
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Partitioning of the forest planning problem has been

also attempted in the planning practice of public

institutions. Mitchell, et al (1987) describe a procedure

that sequentially solves: (1) a one-period "steady state"

model to address spatial management issues; (2) a "harvest

scheduling" model to analyze the dynamic characteristics of

the timber harvest flow; and (3) a "final model" where

activities are input according to selections made in the

previous steps and modifications by operations personnel.

The implementation of this procedure allows a heuristic

reduction in the number of activities to be considered in

the final planning model. The planning process is still

centralized at the forest level, however it allows for

certain involvement of the lower decision making level. In

general, this procedure repre rits one of the many attempts

that can be found in the practice of forest planning in

order to break down the problem to actual comprehension

levels.

As observed from the multi-stage modeling approaches

discussed above, the driving concern in their development

has been the search for computationally feasible methods

for a large-scale problem. The limitations arise as a

result of including, at the same resolution level, decision

variables and parameters that correspond to different types

of management participation. Reliance on a single

mathematical programming method, without exploiting the
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advantages of specialized techniques, also characterizes

the reported planning procedures.

This luindset has been pervasive in forest planning, and

is well reflected throughout the experience of the U. S.

Forest Service in implementing a "rational-comprehensive

multiple-use planning of the National Forest system"

(Teeguarden, 1987, p. 20) to maximize a non-defined Net

Public Benefit. As described by Garcia (1987), this

approach to planning requires the agency to "develop all

alternatives, collect data to use in forecasting effects of

all alternatives during evaluation, and then choose the

best alternative based only on facts" (p.61).

The Regulations were interpreted as forcing the agency

to implement a "zero-based systematic planning procedure"

(Cortner and Schweitzer, 1983). The Forest Service thus

adopted, as "its main analytical tool", a computer code

under the assumption that, by proceeding in such a way,

economic efficiency could be achieved.

In failing to analytically account for many of the "key

structural capabilities" enumerated early in this section,

forest economists often rely on the literal wording of the

relevant legal mandates, or on the properties of the

analytical tool readily available. Teeguarden (1987), for

instance, points out that "cumulative effects within a

forest and across different forests within a region are not
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explicitly mentioned in NFMA or the Regulations" (p.21), as

if these were a recent issue not already revealed by, or

implicit in, the overriding mandate of economic efficiency

or maximization of "net public benefit", an ambiguous name

for "social welfare".

With respect to reliance on the available analytical

tool the common belief is that with "the selection of

FORPLAN as the primary analysis tool ... the National

Forests chose the pursuit of economic efficiency in their

forest planning model over the detailed simulation of

environmental effects" (Johnson, 1987, p.46). Economic

efficiency is, however, granted by market equilibrium and

welfare allocations beyond the use of any generic

mathematical programming technique.

As illustrated in the previous paragraphs, the recent

practice of forest economics and planning have been

confounded by a number of policy issues and societal

concerns on the management of public forest lands.

Mathematical programming and computers have often been

viewed as salvation devices and currently many state their

hope on even more computing power or faster techniques.

Instead, it is proposed here that the practice of forest

planning could first recast some of the recent developments

in management and economic theory. The next Section

describes some of them.



DIGRESSION ON PLANNING CONCEPTS

The concepts below relate to the problem of planning

for an economic system, where the entity may be a sectorial

public agency or a large private corporation. Managerial

problems in complex organizations have captured the

attention of economists, computer scientists and

cyberneticians in light of the decisive relationship

between information flows and an organization's behavior

and economic performance. The availability of computing and

communication equipment, the robustness of economic theory

and the developments in mathematical programming techniques

have created new managerial potential to cope with a

continuously changing environment. Not surprisingly

management sciences have demonstrated important results

during the last two decades (Beer, 1979).

From the cyberneticians' standpoint, planning has been

a much misunderstood activity. Planning is usually seen as

being the activity carried out by professionals, called

planners, whose output is a document, the plan, and this is

then submitted to the competent authority to be accepted or

rejected (Beer, 1979). That this is the typical view of

planning is demonstrated by observing that actual planning

processes are typically undertaken at distant time

intervals by professionals and experts in collecting,

processing and summarizing massive data.
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Beer (1979) demonstrates the existence of a cognitive
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gap between the common belief in planning and what planning

actually is. By analogy to living organisms, specifically

to the physiology of the human nervous system, Beer also

illustrates that planning can not be studied in isolation

of the corresponding organization. Planning "needs to be

seen as a continuous managerial process of decision,

whereby allocations of investment are made now, so that the

future may be different" (p. 336)

Therefore, as time goes on and more information becomes

available, "it is madness to implement a plan at some date

later than when it was conceived". A planning system that

does not relate to a continuous process is nonsensical.

Decisions taken yesterday are, very probably and

ostentatiously, wrong today. It is actually observed an

"endless flux of the planning process, undertaken by

managers [not planners], and constantly aborted by their

own decisions. [This is] the reality of management, the

rest is illusion" (Beer, 1979, p.338).

Planning needs also to be defined with respect to

measures of achievement of the corresponding institution,

i.e., with respect to its short- and long-term viability.

Plans are then based on some of three measures of

achievement: (1) what is actually being done, with the

existing resources and constraints, (2) what could be done

with the existing resources and constraints, and (3) what
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ought to be done by enhancing resources and relaxing

constraints. The notion of proqramminq or tactical planning

deals with current operations accepting current targets.

Strategic planning sets new capability objectives and tries

to achieve them. Normative planning targets at the latent

potential of the organization.

These notions of planning are usually confused with the

planning forms occurring at different hierarchical levels

of the organization. For example, in a forest public agency

it would be said that tactical planning is the one

undertaken at the district or sub-forest level; strategic

planning at the forest level and normative planning at a

multi-forest level. This approach would be too restrictive

in the sense of precluding a district manager from setting

his own strategy to remove constraints and to enhance its

resource base. On the other hand, it would neglect that

tactical planning actually occurs at the multi-forest

level, where the periodic budget process is a typical

example. In practice, it is observed that the three types

of planning are, somehow, undertaken concurrently at each

hierarchical level. Planning is a continuous process. Beer

(1979) describes these concepts and illustrates their

implementation in actual systems. They actually correspond

to the "control structure" that Kantorovich (1976)

identifies as of critical importance for successful

application of mathematical programming in resource



allocation.

The requirement for planning to be a continuous

process, capable of real-time responses to a continuously

changing environment, necessarily imposes some constraints

on the type of resource allocation model to be used. It

restricts its size, forcing it to represent only what is

strictly absolutely relevant for the corresponding level.

But this size restriction is netted out by the other

requirement: it has to be recursive, i.e., the planning

decisions are taken at all recursion levels of the

institution. Centralized planning and their associated

large-size models, where all recursion levels are included,

are thus precluded.

The above concepts provide a framework for the second

major task in this section: the description of resource

allocation mechanisms as developed from economic theory.

The selection of a plan of action for an economic

organization involves the solution of a large constrained

maximization problem. It corresponds to the concept of

strategic planning discussed above and it represents the

model that "glues" (Beer, 1979, Chapter 13) the activities

of the organization during the short-term. As illustrated

by Hurwicz (1973) the problem is not a trivial one. First,

the computation of the maximizing values of the variables

requires the availability and selection of a well-defined

mathematical programming method or procedure that satisfies

95
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both the parameter data available, and the functional

relationships among resources, commodities and preference

values. Secondly, computing and analysis capabilities

require managers to parcel out the computing procedures so

the problem can be solved and appropriately comprehended.

By parceling out, information transfers are minimized and

divisional managers become involved in the planning process

by handling the information on their own production

possibilities.

Because of the limiting computing capabilities and the

high dimensionality of actual planning processes, it

also becomes unavoidable that the solution of a large

constrained optimization problem is an iterative process.

The last decades of economic analysis have broken out

of the limitations imposed by its traditional acceptance of

the institutional status quo. Since the works by Lange

(1936) a new approach to economic analysis regards the

structure of an economic system also as an unknown in the

problem of finding a system that would be superior to the

existing one (}Iurwicz, 1973; Kantorovich, 1976).

Hurwicz (1973) defines the function of a resource

allocation mechanism as "guiding the economic agents

(producers, consumers, bankers and others) in decisions

that determine the flow of resources" (p.16). It specifies

the rules according to which, given his information, a
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participant sends messages to others. These are called

response rules. An important condition is that the

mechanism should guide economic agents to decide on

activities that are both individually feasible and

collectively compatible.

A second condition is that a resource allocation

mechanism should operate whichever is the riding criteria:

production efficiency of Koopmans and Kantorovich, or

Pareto's optimality, or maximization of Samuelson-Arrow

social welfare function. These may be defined independently

of the mechanism.

The environment in which the mechanism shall operate is

defined by taking together the individual endowments of

economic agents, and their technology and preferences.

These are those constraints and conditions that can not be

modified by the designer and the users of the allocation

mechanism.

Participants set an exchange of messages between them.

The dimensionality of the message space depends on the

number of types of information transmitted: activity

proposals, resource flow proposals, prices, production

costs, preferences, technology, or resource endowments are

all potentially used in the message exchange. The totality

of messages permitted under a mechanism constitute its

language (Hurwicz, 1973). For large-scale allocations,
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language dimensionality is one of the main concerns since

it translates into interpretation and computation

requirements, and into data transmission errors.

Transition from dialogue to decisions and actions are

regulated by the outcome rules. The resource allocation

mechanism is then fully specified by its language, the

response rules and the outcome rules.

An over-riding concern in the design of allocation

mechanisms refers to its Pareto-satisfactoriness. A process

is said to produce Pareto-satisfactory allocations if these

are unbiased, single-valued, and represent an optimal

equilibrium state for some setting of the distributional

parameters.

A second concern are its informational aspects:

dimensionality of the message space, informational

efficiency, and information processing expenses.

The decentralized characteristics of the competitive

process make it superior to alternative resource allocation

mechanisms (Mount and Reiter, 1974). This process satisfies

the privacy requirements (messages transmitted by an agent

depend only on its technology and messages received

earlier; the contents of a message concerns only proposed

actions of the sender) , and the anonymity requirement

(i.e., agents need not know the sources of received

messages). By minimizing information transfers and



The problem of incentives refers to the (until now)

implicit assumption that the participants have an interest
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processing, the competitive process reduces to a minimum

the costs, delays and possibility of errors.

Unfortunately the competitive process proves to be

Pareto-optimal only when operating in a classical

environment, i.e. where externalities are not present,

public goods are not involved, and convexity can be

guaranteed (Koopinans, 1961). This fact raises the question

of whether informationally decentralized procedures can be

designed for different environments.

Further properties of an allocation process have been

discussed in the works by Marshak (1959), Hurwicz (1973),

Aoki (1971), Kornai (1967), Heal (1971) and Weitzmann

(1974), among others. The most important additional feature

to account for, in assessing an allocation routine, are its

asymptotic efficiency, its feasibility and its provision

for incentives. Asymptotic efficiency refers to

monotonicity and convergence, taken together. Since

implementation of an iterative process will typically

consider only a finite number of iterations, it will be

desirable to have a high rate of "early convergence" to an

optimal allocation. Feasibility matters for the same reason

above: stopping the iterative process after a finite number

of steps should yield a feasible allocation.
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to act in the same direction as the plan objective. This

clearly has an effect on plan implementation. As stated by

Kantorovich (1976) "the problem is to make profitable for

(the local decision making organs) the decisions which are

profitable for the system, and to check the validity of the

activities..." (p.205). The problem therefore involves the

construction of "a system of information, accounting

economic indices and stimuli which permit the local

decision making organs to evaluate the advantages of their

decisions from the point of view of the whole economy"

(p.205)

Generic planning routines: price-guided routines.

Literature on economic theory has made the distinction

between price-guided and quantity guided planning

procedures. Through duality theory they can be shown to be

mathematically equivalent, however the distinction remains

necessary since the informational requirements are

different, and they present different properties under

different environments.

The typical price-guided planning routine was first

described by Lange (1936) to demonstrate that a centrally

planned or socialist economy could emulate a Walrasian

tatonnement thus reaching a Pareto-efficient allocation, as

in a competitive market environment. Discussed and

formalized later by Arrow and Hurwicz (1960), Lange's model
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conceives a central planning board (hereafter the center)

acting as an auctioneer quoting prices for each commodity.

The firms behave as buyers and sellers successively

adjusting their demands and supplies in response to the

announced prices. Under certain conditions (to be discussed

later) the process reaches equilibrium and commodities are

traded accordingly at the prices and quantities specified

at the equilibrium.

Mathematically, the Lange-Arrow-Hurwicz process is a

gradient routine that solves the following constrained

maximization problem:

maximize U(y) (3.1)

subject to

y - (x) (3.2)

y , j =

where:

U : is a concave function mapping the bundle of

commodities allocated (y) into a preferences space.

y : [lxN] vector of commodities produced by the

economy and used for final demand.

g(x) : [Mxl] vector describing the amount of each

commodity produced by firm j when operating at scale X.
x : scale of operation of firm j. It can be thought as

the output amount or as an output index when the firm

produces multiple outputs.



*
yi 0,

*
Y( U - /hi) = 0

*x 0,

E1 j( 8g(x)/ 5x

for all i = l,...N (3.4)

0, and

x'{E1 ii( g1(x)/ 8x )} = 0 for all j=l,...J (3.5)

- E1 g(x) - b 0, and

- E1 g(x) - bi) = 0 for all i=l,...N (3.6)
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b : {Nxl] vector describing the initial commodities

endowment. It will, of course, be zero for some

commodities.

J : number of firms.

N : number of commodities.

The corresponding Lagrangian is:

L = U(y) - Jh(y - E=1 g(x) - b) (3.3)

where u is a {Nxl] vector of shadow prices associated

to the vector of initial endowments.

If the planning environment is such that the utility

functions and production functions are concave, and the

production possibilities set is convex it is possible to

use the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem to characterize the triple

(x*,y*,*) that solves for a saddle-point:

Ui 0, and



*
yi 0,

- 0, and

*T( TJ - ji1) = 0 for all i,= l,...N (3.10)

corresponding to those in equations 3.4.
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In large-scale optimization, a decentralized procedure

would involve the firing' managers each solving their profit

maximization problems given their production technology,

g(.) and the prices for each commodity. The j-th

manager's problem is:

maximize g(xj) (3.7)

subject to xj

with optimality conditions, provided concavity of g(),

given by:

x* 0,

E1 j( 6g(x)/ 6x ) 0, and

i'j( &g(x)/ 6x )} = 0 (3.8)

which are the same as those specified by equations 3.5.

The central planning authority solves:

maximize U(y) - yj (3.9)

subject to y

with optimality conditions, for concave U(), given by:
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The gradient process of Arrow and Hurwicz provides a

method for successively adjusting the center's estimates

on the shadow prices that solve the economy's problem.

Given an initial set of values for the variable vectors x,

y, and j they are adjusted according to the following

rules:

- demand for final consumption is adjusted at a rate

proportional to the net marginal contribution to the

objective function, i.e.:

0 if y1=O and

- J3'(U1 - i) otherwise (3.11)

where /3'>O is a proportionality constant that defines

the adjustment step size.

The scale of operations, as measured by x, is obviously

adjusted in the direction of higher profits,

0 if x = 0, E1 (cgj(x)/&xj )

/3" (E=1 /h(8g (x)/6x1) otherwise (3.12)

where /3" is a proportionality constant to determine the

size of the adjustment step according to the marginal value

product of x.

The prices for commodities are adjusted proportionately

to the negative of the difference between supply and

demand, i.e.
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0 ifj.=O, yi - E1g(xj) <

= "(Y - Eg1 g(x1) - b1) otherwise (3.13)

where "' is also the corresponding proportionality

constant.

As observed, the process is attractive since it does

require a minimum of information transfers: at each

iteration, the center transmits a vector of prices and the

firms return back their respective demands and supplies of

commodities. By imitating a Wairasian tatonnement as in a

competitive market, the process is informationally

efficient, preserves information privacy and anonymity.

However, the process is based upon assumptions on the

objective and production functions that can sometimes be

restrictive. Concavity of the production functions imply

the requirement for constant or decreasing returns to

scale, and constant or decreasing marginal rates of

substitution over all output/input relationships. Concavity

of the objective function requires that the set of outputs,

(those at least as satisfactory as a given bundle) should

be a convex set.

Even though these assumptions may appear rather

restrictive, it is important to note that one of the main

reasons for non-convexities is the presence of high fixed

costs that remain constant over a wide output range so they

usually affect the long-run production set. At the planning
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level considered here (strategic) and according to the

definitions early in this section, decisions on major

investment items (capital equipment, developments, or

research programs) are assumed as given by normative

planning. Although this reasoning is not valid for set-up

costs, since these are directly determined by the choice

among discrete production alternatives (Heal, 1973, p.148)

they can be assumed away in strategic planning of public

wildiands, where allocations are typically variations on

intensity levels for existing production alternatives.

A major drawback, however, of this procedure is that at

any step other than at the optimum, plans need not to be

feasible, i.e. supply need not to equal demand. The

procedure, although it is very efficient in its

informational aspects, does not guarantee a feasible

allocation unless the procedure has converged to the

optimum.

Another interesting price-guided mechanism has been

proposed by Malinvaud (1967). Inspired by the decomposition

algorithm of Dantzig and Wolfe (1960), the Malinvaud

process bears no resemblance to the market tatonnement

process. The center sequentially learns more about the

production set of each firm by gathering data. The

accumulated information enables it to construct

successively more accurate approximations to the firms'

production sets.
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The assumptions are in this process less rigorous than

in the Lange-Arrow-Hurwicz process, the production sets

need only to be convex, not strictly convex. Constant

returns to scale are therefore not ruled out. With respect

to information decentralization, the Malinvaud procedure

does not satisfy the anonymity requirement since at a

typical step the center receives a production program from

each firm. The procedure also requires the center to

"memorize" by recalling, at any step, all previous relevant

responses of the firms. The center is also required to

solve a constrained maximization problem in order to find

the associated shadow prices that are utilized by the firms

in the next step.

With respect to convergence efficiency and feasibility,

the Malinvaud process is superior to the former. It

converges asymptotically to the optimum and, furthermore,

allocations at any intermediate step are feasible.

Quantity-guided routines

The observation that many actual planning procedures

operate by setting quantitative targets to the units, and

they seem to perform satisfactorily, motivates economists

to attempt a generalization of quantity-guided procedures

(Kornai and Liptak, 1965; Heal, 1969, 1971; Weitzmann,

1970; among others). Heal (1969) discusses a planning

routine where the structure of the messages has been



inverted: the center sends out quantitative targets and

receives marginal productivities, these are then used to

compute marginal social values and to re-allocate

resources among the firms according to their productivity.

Let the planning problem be as in the following

equations:

maximize U(y)

subject to

y - E1 g(x)

y, x for all j =

The problem variables are defined essentially the same

as in the Arrow-Hurwicz formulation, with the exception of

the technology function g(.) which, in the Lange-Arrow-

Hurwicz model has a more general connotation.

The procedure starts with the central planning board

proposing an initial feasible allocation of resource inputs

(x3) to every firm i. Thereafter the following steps are

iteratively performed:

step 1. each firm informs two pieces of information

y = gj(x3) and

&yj / 6x3

describing, respectively, the new output allocation and the

rates of product transformation for the given inputs.
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proportionately to the difference between a particular

value of Vj and the average of values of Vjj over the

subscripts j contained in the set K, defined as:

K = (i:x>0 or xjj=0 and Vjj > (1K 1) Vi} (2.18)

The center then communicates the new allocations and

the procedure returns to step 1.

As demonstrated by Heal (1969) the process has the

following characteristics:

Every re-allocation satisfies the necessary

conditions for optimality. Furthermore if the initial

allocation is not a local minima, none of the subsequent

re-allocations will be local minima.

The allocations sequence causes the objective
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step 2. the center computes y = EjJYj and the

marginal social values of resources allocated to firm j,
= 6U/6yj 6yj/c5x3 (2.16)

step 3. the center changes the previous resources

allocation increasing input to those firms with higher

marginal social values. The quantity adjustments are given

by:

=

Vjj - IKiI' EjEKiVij

0 otherwise (2. 17)

where the term IKil denotes the number of

elements in K1. The allocations are thus adjusted
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function to increase monotonically.

(c) for a feasible initial allocation the subsequent

allocations are always feasible.

The procedure is simple to implement, the firms are

required to evaluate the marginal productivity of their

resources and to assess their output given the allocation

command of the center. The central planning authority has

to evaluate the marginal social value of each resource and

to solve a system of linear equations in order to obtain

the necessary resource re-allocations.

The validity of the procedure, with regard to its

convergence, optimality, and feasibility characteristics,

is independent of any assumption on the concavity of the

objective function or on the convexity of the production

sets. Moreover, the center is not required to exercise

memory, as it is required in the Malinvaud routine.

The price and quantity-guided mechanisms described

above are just a few of those proposed for large-scale

resource allocation. They, however represent the two

extremes on which variations have been developed to

overcome the limitations of either one. The most notable

are the game theoretic procedure developed by Kornai and

Liptak (1965) based on a linear programming formulation of

the planning problem, its modification proposed by Lee and

Rho (1979), the mixed price-quantity procedure developed by
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Heal (1971) to deal with economies where increasing returns

are present, the routine by Aoki (1971) for economies with

both public goods and increasing returns to scale, and the

dual approach by Weitzmann (1969).

These procedures, with their advantages and

shortcomings, demonstrate that the topic of resource

allocation mechanisms design has invaded research practice

in the economic field. Current allocation procedures are no

longer viewed as one of the "givens", thus new frontiers,

questions and tools become apparent. The common denominator

of these approaches is that mathematical programming

techniques are now viewed according to their economic and

managerial usefulness, not only on their mathematical

tidiness. Furthermore, the motivational issues have

also provided a strong argument in favor of informationally

decentralized iterative procedures, so that local managers

are incorporated into the decision making process.

A STRATEGIC ALLOCATION MODEL FOR A FOREST REGION

In light of the concepts and procedures presented in

the later section, the task is now their use to develop

some guiding rules in the formulation of a resource

allocation mechanism that appropriately addresses the

policy and managerial issues raised by the practice of



multiple-use forest planning.

The need for a hierarchy of control in large-scale

systems has been recognized and illustrated a number of

times and from different conceptual standpoints.

In multiple-use land management the need for this

hierarchical approach seems to be unquestioned because of

the technical, ecological and economic characteristics of

the forest ecosystem production process. The issue is again

raised now that the U.S. Forest Service has extensively

implemented an uncoordinated, single-level planning

process.

The relevant questions are: how to define the levels of

control within an organization; how many are necessary, and

how are they linked. A proposition for spatial hierarchies

-nation, region, forest, district- would be necessarily

restrictive if a single planning horizon were attached to

each level. Temporal hierarchy must also be defined at each

level; at a national level, for example, budget allocations

are conducted on a yearly basis, while another decision

making process allocates long-term research and development

projects.

Multi-level, multi-type decompositions of large-scale

systems, formalized since the early 70's in systems

engineering (Haimes, 1982), result in multifarious

subsystems that can be identified as being potentially

viable or economically efficient (Beer, 1979).
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Having the above in mind, the following discussion on a

forest resource allocation process focuses on a short-run

regional economy. Short-run is here understood as the

period of time where major investments relevant to a

regional level are assumed as given. Normally a period of

five years is considered appropriate.

Inherent in the design of a resource allocation process

is the problem of representing society's preferences among

alternative states of the economy, so that the problem can

be stated as finding the most preferred feasible state.

Usually societal preferences for public forest management

are vaguely presented with expressions as "maximum social

benefit" or "maximum net public benefit" without explicitly

mentioning, but relying upon, some measures of economic

efficiency and equity.

For a meaningful construction of an objective function

representing societal preferences it is necessary to rely

on the concept of tradeoffs between variables. The

evaluation of these is greatly simplified if the objective

function can be assumed to be additively separable, i.e. it

can be represented in the form:

tJ(y) = Eg1 U(Yg) (4.1)

where U(y) is the total utility function and U(Yg) is

the separable utility of consuming the group of variables



represented by Yg

At a regional level it is possible to assume that this

assumption holds in multiple-use planning. The commodity

bundle can be separated into groups of homogeneous

commodities. This is facilitated if (i) variables are made

explicit in the input/output decision space, and (ii)

constraints, if any, on variables should be explicit. The

effect of these conditions is to avoid hidden pre-

allocations of resources, and the construction of variables

with embedded, not recognizable and not available,

constraints.

Paredes and Brodie (1988) demonstrate that when these

conditions are met the objective function for the multiple-

use forest model can be additively separated into different

commodity groups:

tJ(Y) = tJ(Ym) + U(y) (4.2)

where m and y are, respectively, the vectors of

market and nonniarket commodities. Since output levels for

noninarket goods are usually modeled as right-hand side

allocations,

U(y) = (4.3)

where is the vector of shadow prices associated with

an allocation of y.
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Additionally, this modeling approach for a separable

objective function satisfies the requirements for a

homogeneous scaling among the groups of variables. It is

known, from duality theory, that shadow prices in a general

linear programming context are expressed in the same

measure units as the primal objective function, i.e.

= 6U(.)/6y (4.4)

implies that the measure units of nn are consistent with

those of U(Ym).

By expressing all valuation units in the allocation

problem in terms of U(Ym), the units of measure for these

become the numeraire of the process. Since a close

approximation to social welfare is desired, the numeraire

has to be chosen accordingly. The ideas presented in the

previous section suggest that a desirable property would be

a resemblance of the process in a competitive market.

At the same time it is convenient to recall here that

one of the requisites forest managers and economists are

recently requiring from an allocation mechanism, refers to

its capability to account for cumulative effects across

production units on a regional basis (Teeguarden, 1987).

Both requirements are implicitly satisfied by

Samuelson's "net social payoff" concept to solve for

multimarket equilibrium. Even though Samuelson (1952) did
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not imply any social welfare significance to the net social

payoff magnitudes, it has been later demonstrated by Willig

(1976) that the use of consumer's surplus magnitudes

provides a good approximation to the appropriate welfare

measures. Willig demonstrates that both compensating and

equivalent income variations are accounted for in the

consumer' s surplus.

Adding to the formalization of net social payoff

concept, Smith (1963) demonstrated that the dual of

Samuelson's spatial equilibrium problem corresponds to rent

minimization of production factors.

The use of net social payoff as the numeraire in the

objective function at the regional level provides an

interesting and, more important, implementable measure of

social welfare to drive the allocation process.

Required elements for a net social payoff function are

an inverse form of demand function for each demand center

in the region. These functions are econometrically derived

having the general form:

= Dc(Yc) (4.5)

where is the per unit price paid at demand center c

for commodity quantities traded at that location,

The supply functions are provided either by parametric

programming for those production units "controlled" by the
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process, as illustrated by Paredes and Brodie (1988) in a

forest-level context, or by behavior simulation or

econometric analysis for those units beyond the

institutional limits. Typically a supply function will have

the form:

Pp = S(y) (4.6)

where p is the per-unit marginal cost of producing the

set of commodities, at levels specified by y, at the

production unit p.

Commodity flows are modeled through specific variables

describing the bundle of commodities flowing from

production center p to market location c. The associated

transportation costs are generally assumed linear and

described through the coefficients

The objective function then takes the form:

ruc rwp

max U = Ec JoDc(rc)drc - Ep J0s(r)dr - Ep,ctpcYpc (4.7)

subject to

EpYpc for all c (4.8)

Wp for all p (4.9)

where equation 4.8 bounds the total amount demanded at

the c-th market location, and equation 4.9 bounds the

amount of commodity supplied at the production unit p. The
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r's are dummy integration variables. Equation 4.7 accounts

to the net social payoff as the consumers' surplus less

producers' surplus and transportation costs.

An objective function formulated in this way, at

regional level, addresses a topic often neglected in forest

planning models, accounting transportation costs as

endogenous variables. This can provide an alternative to

current timber valuation methods based on a stumpage

concept. While the flat stumpage approach may be

appropriate for small owners, it is necessarily restrictive

in a forest/regional context where the definitive impact of

the main cost item (hauling) is dependent on market

location. At this level market destination for timber can

not be assumed away.

The same rationale applies for those forms of

recreation where travel cost methods provide estimates of

consumer's willingness-to-pay and therefore approximate the

impact of recreation outputs into social welfare. An

objective function with resolution for recreation demand

centers and recreation supply units, linked through the

actual transportation network, could vastly improve on

current allocation methods.

Similar functional forms for the objective have been

previously used in forestry planning by Greber and Wisdom

(1985), although they focus on interactions in roundwood
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markets only, and transportation costs are not endogenous

to the model. A closer form has been utilized by Fowler and

Nautiyal (1986) for land allocation to agricultural,

timber, mining, urban and recreational uses. In this model

production units are defined as grid cells on a map. Both

models are single-level.

The construction of an objective function which, at the

regional level, approximates society's preferences on

economic welfare states, provides a solid base to decompose

the planning procedure to lower hierarchical levels. This

achieves Kantorovich's "system of information, accounting

and economic indexes and stimuli" mechanisms which makes

local managers to select socially optimal actions.

Production levels and flows are technically constrained

by the system of equations relating outputs and inputs for

each local production unit. The following equations

describe, respectively, those constraints:

- ET(x) = 0, for all p (4.10)

(4.11)

where T(x) is the production function at unit p that

describes the technological relationships between inputs,

and outputs, wi,. In a strict sense, equation 4.10 is

redundant since the relevant information on output levels

is already embedded in the objective function's term for
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the producer's surplus. Equation 4.10 is included here only

for completeness when illustrating, later, the operational

aspects of the model.

b represents the vector of initial resource endowments

of the regional economy. It describes both the resource

base of each production unit (land base and vegetation

cover, for example) that can not be changed within the

planning period, and the resources (public and private)

available to the regional economy which will be consumed by

the local units.

As described above, the model still does not provide an

explicit treatment for production/consumption of those

commodities that can not be treated with information

provided by actual markets. The presence of externalities,

the production impacts on public goods, and the effect of

economies/diseconomies of scale are some of the "cumulative

effects", as usually identified in recent forestry

literature, that need to be explicitly accounted for. These

are the issues, varying in emphasis from one region to

another, that generally refer to the effects of policy

requirements such as long-term sustained yield, wildlife

habitat protection, species diversity, roadless areas

conservation and others.

These constraints are represented, generically, by the



(4.12)

where the function g(') describes the technical

relationships, linear or nonlinear, between market

commodities/resources and the noninarket ones. The vector h

describes the levels requested for nonmarket commodities.

The convention that goods are desirable is followed here;

for example, an element of h would request a minimum of the

commodity "clear water", instead of constraining the

maximum of "water pollution". so instead of h

constraining, for example, water pollution, requests a

minimum level of clean water.

The incorporation of these outputs at a regional level

is consistent with current practices in public forestry,

e.g. the RPA Program of the U.S. Forest Service.

Furthermore, it reduces the possibility of non-convexities

that may occur associated with externalities at the forest

level.

It needs however be recalled that the h's are still

regarded as decision variables. The regional planning

authority determines their optimal values trying to emulate

a Lindahl equilibrium for public goods. This will be

discussed later.

The problem is therefore to maximize (4.7) subject to

equations (4.8) to (4.12) and the usual nonnegativity
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constraints of the arguments x, and w.

A "one-pass" solution of the planning problem

presented would be a formidable task. Each local unit would

need transfer to the center the information described by

the T(.) and g(') functions. Even if the model solves

for short-run allocation and it has unlimited computing

facility, the problems of transferring local expertise

would render the "one-pass" approach impractical.

Decentralization now comes to the rescue.

For an understanding of the procedure's economics a

characterization of the optimality conditions is presented.

To simplify notation let

luc

= JoI)c(Tc)tirc

1wp
= JoS(r)dr , and

Then the Lagrangian function associated with the

problem can be written:

L = EcRc - ER Ety + Ecac[EpYpc - uc]

+ E/L[w - EcYpc]

+ ir[b - Ex]

+ e[Eg(w,x) - h] (4.15)

where a, , ir, and 0 are dual multipliers.

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality explain the

(4. 13)

(4.14)
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economic rationale of the allocation process. At the demand

centers, the total level of traded commodity, u, satisfies

the following conditions:

Uc

mc - Cc

U[m - tYc] = 0 for all c (4.16)

where is the total consumers' willingness to pay for

a consumption level Uc at demand center c, and a is the

imputed value of the commodity delivered at the demand

center. These are usually called regional consumer

equilibrium conditions and state that, for positive levels

of consumption, the price paid at the market equals the

imputed cost of producing the commodity and transporting it

to market at c.

Transportation decisions, from production unit p to

market c, satisfy:

pc 0

tpc + Cc

Ypc[tpc + Cc - = 0, for all p, c (4.17)

These conditions regulate the flow of commodities

across the region. They state that a commodity is hauled,

pc 0, if its transport cost, tpc does not exceed the

price differential between its imputed values at production

unit,
,

and at demand location, Cc These conditions are
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usually referred to as locational price equilibrium

conditions.

The optimal production level at unit p, w is

determined with the following conditions:

-nip
+

Jh. + e.6g(.)/&w

w[_nh
+

+ 8.Sg(.)/6w] = 0, for all p (4.18)

where nl is the marginal cost of the commodity at the

production unit p, where m is evaluated with the

technological constraint in equation 4.10. These are called

the supplier's equilibrium conditions and state that

commodity is produced (w > 0) up to the level where its

imputed value, ni1 equals the market value of the output,

at p, plus the value of its marginal impact in the

production of non-market outputs, e.6g(')/&w.

The optimal use of resources, x, is specified by:

xp

+ e.6g(.)/6x - 7

+ e.6g(.)/&x - 7] = 0, for all p (4.19)

where 7 is the marginal value of production factors.

These conditions state that resources are consumed up to

the level where the marginal value of the resource is

completely allocated among its marginal value impacts on



the production of market, and non-market

commodities, 8. 6g1,( )/6x.

The following are the market prices equilibrium

conditions. They regulate commodities and resources

valuations to avoid excess demand or excess supply

possibilities.

0, Ep7p -

aC[EPYPC - Uc] = 0, for all c (4.20)

ILp 0, Wp - Eyp

- EcYpcI = 0, for all p (4.21)

ir 0, b - Ex

,r[b - = 0, (4.22)

8 0, Eg(w,x) - ii

8(Eg(w,x) - h = 0 (4.23)

The conditions in 4.20 and 4.21 determine,

respectively, the consumers' and producers' behavior when

facing positive prices and excess supply or demand for

their commodities.

Conditions specified in 4.22 determine the pricing rules

for resource consumed in production. Conditions in 4.23

guide the unitst decisions on expansion of the production

level of non-market outputs according to the price offered

by the center.
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A local manager would seek to allocate his inputs, xi,,

so as to maximize his total profits from market

commodities, at prices
,

and from those nonmarket

commodities that the center regulates, at prices 8. Local

managers solve the problem:

maximize jw + 8.g(w,x)
(x , w)

subject to - T(x) = 0

x

x, w

given 8, and b

The corresponding Lagrangian to this problem is:

= + 8 g, (w x)
-

- T (xv) + ir. [b - xJ

(4.27)

Conditions for an optimum to the local manager problem

are given by:

w 0, + 8g(w,x)
-

+ e'g(w,x) - 4p] = 0 (4.28)

x 0, 86g()/6x + - 7r

x[86g()/6x + - 7rJ = 0 (4.29)

According to the definitions given in the regional

problem formulation is exactly equal to nip. Thus the

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)
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optimality conditions for a local manager, in equations

4.28 and 4.29, are equivalent to those in 4.18 and 4.19 for

the global regional problem.

This clearly shows that if the center have available

the correct values for for all p, and those for 9, then

it could provide that information to the local managers and

they would allocate resources and production in a socially

optimal way. Alternatively, the center could set quotas on

input or outputs for each firm following the ideas of

Heal's quantity-guided procedure.

The regional manager's problem, after the firms have

provided information on their output levels for market

commodities, w,, and their resources usage, x, can be

stated as:

max U = ER - - mw - ir [Ex] + 8 [Eg(w,x)]

(4.30)

subject to Uc EpYpc for all c (4.31)

ECk7p for all p (4.32)

where equation 4.30 describes the center allocating

consumption of the private commodities to maximize the

difference between consumers surplus, plus the

social value of the nonmarket commodities,

and the costs of transportation from production to

consumption centers, plus production costs,

and the costs of resources utilized, 1r.[Ex].



With optimality conditions given by:

0, -t - cr +

Y[ -t - c + = 0 (4.33)

u O, m-a
u[m - dcl = 0 (4.34)

which are equivalent to those given in 4.16 and 4.17

for the global regional problem.

As observed, the multiple-use forest planning problem

for a regional economy is decomposable into decisions

corresponding to a regional planning bureau and those

associated to local unit managers. The language of the

solution mechanism can incorporate either price or quota

messages, or both. By letting each local manager adjust

their input and output levels under his control according

to the price messages received from the center the problem

is solved as in the Lange-Arrow-HurwicZ routine described

in the previous section. In this case the center would

adjust its price messages proportionally to the excess

demands at the commodities and resources markets. Such a

routine is informationally efficient and results in Pareto-

efficient allocations. However, a drawback in applying it

is that the size of the problem would require to terminate

the process after a finite number of iterations, possibly

without ever reaching a feasible allocation.
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Alternatively the problem can be solved with a price-

guided routine where the center adjusts production quotas

or resource consumption among local units according to

their social marginal cost or to their value marginal

product, respectively, as in Heal (1969). It can also be

solved with a mixed price-quantity procedure as the one

described by Heal (1971). These methods would guarantee a

sequence of feasible solution with a monotonically

increasing value of the objective function.

The selection of an iterative procedure to solve for

the regional problem goes beyond the relevant scope of this

analysis. The approach to planning process adopted here

views it as a continuous decision making process that

detects and evaluates environmental variations and, if

necessary, adjusts actual operations to achieve the new

equilibrium state. Therefore, each opportunity the model is

solved only a few iterations become necessary to reach the

new optimum. This is the property called homeostasis that

characterizes optimally designed systems (Arrow and

Hurwicz, 1960; Beer, 1972). A huge planning effort

undertaken periodically every five or ten years, as

currently done in many forest institutions, is no longer

necessary. The institution has a permanently actualized

model of the planning problem.

Nevertheless, computational efficiency considerations
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are still important for the set-up stage of such a planning

procedure, particularly when current output levels and

market values are distant from the equilibrium values.

The selection of an iterative routine for the planning

model just presented must also consider explicitly the

particular characteristics of the resources and the

nonmarket commodities represented in b and h, respectively.

Some of the resources in b are inherent to each local

unit, such as the land base or the capacity of the internal

transportation infrastructure. The central authority would

benefit from the knowledge of the associated social value

of these resources, as reported by b' to allocate the

regional budget on, for example, virtual expansions of the

land base through coordination with state and private

lands, or construction of transportation facilities.

Other elements in b describe regional resources that

are allocated among competing units. The annual budget is

the typical example. Budget allocations are easily handled

by the central authority through a quota mechanism where

budgets are adjusted according to its relative social

marginal productivity in each local unit. Thus each unit is

required to inform its budget requirement as well as the

marginal productivity of this input.

Further, some resources in b have the characteristics
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of public goods, from a local manager standpoint. The

center supplies the commodity up to the level where its

marginal social cost equals the sum, over all local units,

of its marginal productivity effect on the market goods,

6T()/6b, times the marginal social value, /, of the

firm's output. In other words, the social value of an

increment in supply of the public commodity equals the sum,

over all firms, of its opportunity values if these are

evaluated at shadow prices. This is clearly the case of

budget allocations to fire prevention and protection

systems, pest control, and research and development

programs. At equilibrium for these commodities it is

observed that the amount of the good demanded from each

unit equals the amount supplied and, simultaneously, the

marginal cost of supplying it equals the sum , over firms,

of its marginal value.

For the nonmarket commodities accounted for in h the

center does not have available an exact estimate of the

society's willingness-to-pay curve, but only a crude

estimate for the range of such values. Many of these

commodities are typically public goods in the classical

sense: protection of endangered species, ecosystem

preservation, habitat diversity. In these cases the center

should price commodities such that the accumulated

reactions of all firms result in an output level with

opportunity cost equal to the total society's willingness-
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to-pay. Here the role of the center is to achieve, through

a pricing mechanism, an output level that is politically

acceptable to society.

At any instant the local units allocate their resources

and scheduled their outputs mix and levels such that they

maximize revenues. If the prices, set by the center for the

nonmarket commodities, are socially correct, then the firms

will automatically allocate at the optimum for the whole

economy.

DISCUSSION

The last three sections have illustrated, respectively,

the current approaches to forest planning and their

shortcomings, the recent developments in the theory of

economic analysis and management, and a design of a

resource allocation model for multiple-use forest planning

at the regional level.

The current situation in forest planning has been often

characterized as rather confusing. National societies all

over the world claim for multiple-use management of the

forest resource, yet forest economists and planning

specialists fail to provide a unified framework and the

tools for the public and private agencies to conceal such a

managerial concept with the requirements of economic
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Resolution of the conflicts raised by competing uses of

the forest land require the design of resource allocation

mechanisms that provide managers and interest groups with a

tidy and consistent picture of the values associated to

each allocation option. As a public manager once stated

with respect to legislation and economics: "We need more

one-armed economists who won't be able to say, 'but, on the

other hand'..." (cited by Miles, 1986, p46).

The developments in economic analysis (Hurwicz, 1972)

and the findings of managerial cybernetics (Beer, 1972,

1979) during the last decades provide the tools required to

address the complex issues of multiple-use forest

management that past and current reliance on both orthodox

planning concepts and generic mathematical programming

tools have failed to solve.

The computing power recently made available to the

planning bureaucracy has translated into modeling

approaches that, through a single-level large-scale

mathematical model, attempt to solve for all possible

decisions at once. The inappropriateness of such an

approach has been clearly revealed through both its lack of

responsiveness to managerial requirements at each decision

level of the management hierarchy, and its failure to

address key policy issues of forest planning.
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The last section has illustrated that a hierarchical

decision model, together with the concept of planning as a

continuous process, permits to reduce model size at each

decision level and to incorporate explicitly those forest

policy issues otherwise ignored.

The notion of "net public benefit" is provided with an

unbiased and measurable indicator, the net social payoff.

Also decisions on noninarket, public commodities are made

based on the same nuiueraire.

By partitioning the allocation problem among

hierarchical decision levels, local managers are provided

with a pricing mechanism that permits them to allocate

resources under classical rules of economic efficiency.

Furthermore, the center is also provided with the tools to

evaluate and control the managerial performance of local

managers.

A further advantage of the model discussed is that

decisions on the key issues, related to consumption or

production of nonmarket and public commodities, are left to

the regional planning authority where both the capability

to handle econometric estimates and the comprehensiveness

of public issues are expected to be higher. Centralized

decisions on these issues release local managers from the

pressure of interest groups and diminishes the need for

subj ective allocations.
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